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Chapter 1
Preface
In the today’s world, integration of computer systems is very important in
every domain of human work. Traditionally the biggest need for application
integration is in the corporate sector. System integration is there still increas-
ingly important as there are still new enterprise systems built to satisfy the
modern business needs.
1.1 Goal of the thesis
The first goal of the thesis is to explore the domain of Enterprise Application
Integration (EAI) and to select a set of Open Source licensed EAI products
for a comparison. The second goal is to define the criteria for the comparison.
The criteria for the comparison should be selected that they take into account
the possibility of using these products in the enterprise environment. The last
and the main goal of the thesis is to perform the comparison of the products
according to selected criteria and to evaluate the results.
Licence Declaration
In the thesis, we compare products released under licences compliant with the
Open Source licences.1. We do not compare or use any product released under
another (commercial) licence in the thesis.
1Open Source licences list: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/alphabetical
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1.2 Used Abbreviations
As area of system integration is very rich in various abbreviations and different
terms. Therefore, we prepared a list of abbreviations and terms used in this
thesis. The list can be found in Appendix A.
1.3 Required knowledge
As we do not explain the basic application integration terms (as technologies,
specifications, etc.) in this thesis, a reader should have at least a basic knowl-
edge of XML technologies, Web Services, and middleware (messaging, rmi,
etc.).
1.4 Structure of the thesis
In chapter 2 we introduce the area of application integration and define some
basic terms. In chapter 4 we include some basic information about SOA and
explain the role of ESB in it.
Chapter 3 contains a definition of an ESB and presents its main functionali-
ties.
In chapter 5 we list existing Open Source ESB products and select ESB prod-
ucts for the comparison. The comparison of selected ESB products is then
covered in chapter 6
Chapter 7 summarizes the work that have been done during the writing of
this thesis. The thesis contains some appendices. There can be found a list
of abbreviations and terms (appendix A), content of the DVD(appendix B),
detailed information about performance testing of the ESB products (C) and
a list of supported EIP in the comparated ESB products (appendix D).
2
Chapter 2
Introduction
The term integration generally expresses the process of making two or more
subjects collaborate together. When we talk about a computer system specif-
ically, the term integration denotes a process of making software systems (or
modules, components, etc.) collaborate together. When the process of integra-
tion is in the end, we say, that the systems are integrated (fully or partially).
Then, initially separated systems newly communicate among each other and
exchange information in order to fulfill their goals.
2.1 Evolution of Inter-Computer Communi-
cation
In the historical period of computer science - in ’60s and ’70s, there was no
or minimal integration among computers. It was the gold age of mainframes.
They were designed to be self-contained and have everything that every com-
putation task would need. Communication protocols and infrastructure were
not mature those days, so that when there was a need of inter-computer
communication, it had to be achieved by writing data to some medium and
manually transfer those data to another mainfame.
Over time, the continuing decentralization and distribution of software ap-
plications, increasing amount of involved hardware and human resources led
to a growing need for real-time communication between software applications.
All modern integration approaches are based mainly on network communica-
tion (TCP/IP, etc.) and thus we are dealing ony with these in our thesis.
In [18], p.41-56, the author describes 4 main integration styles:
• File Transfer
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• Shared Database
• Remote Procedure Invocation (RPC)
• Messaging
Considering integration of application using File Transfer, this concept is
commonly used for instance in Business Intelligence departments of some large
enterprises for data integration around their data warehouses. Nevertheless,
this concept is closer to data integration than to application integration and
thus is out of the scope of this thesis. When we consider Shared Database,
this integration style is quite common in these days (for example when we
use a clustered Java web solution without using concepts like EJBs or other
middleware for shared business logic), but similarly to File Transfer, this
concept is closer to data integration and we will not consider this type of
integration in the thesis.
Remaining two integration styles (RPC and Messaging) fits in our thesis as
basic middleware concepts. For differences between RPC and Asynchronous
Messaging, please refer to [27], p.21-24, or [18], p.50-56.
2.2 Enterprise Architecture, Enterprise Ap-
plication
The term Enterprise Architecture describes the structure of a whole enter-
prise. The term Enterprise Application then describes a large business appli-
cation that is complex, scalable and often distributed and component-based.
We use this term for arbitrary application that is of similar scale.
2.3 Evolution of Enterprise Application Inte-
gration
First, before giving the definition of EAI, let us introduce a simple motivation
for it. It shows, why a naive attempt of integration wouldn’t work in an
enterprise environment.
The need for some kind of EAI tool for our integration can be demonstrated on
TCP/IP interaction between two systems1. If we wrote the integration logic
(for simplicity just one communication method) between these two systems
for example in C++ or Java, the implementation would be only few lines long
1Example was inspired by [18], p.11
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and the communication would be fast. One big disadvantage of this solution
is that systems are tightly-coupled one another. Some hidden assumptions
about the integrated systems can be hidden in the integration code:
• Platform technology - the integration code is strongly dependent on the
internal representation of numbers, encoding, etc.
• Location - the addresses of the systems are hardcoded
• Contract - parameters, return values are not described
• Time - the integration code will work only when both machines are
available all the time
By applying an EAI approach of the integration, these assumptions can
be partially or entirely eliminated.
2.3.1 Enterprise Application Integration Definition
The term Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) denotes the process of
integration of a set of enterprise applications/systems (some of them can be
legacy, some new). Process of EAI is not standardized and can have several
forms. EAI can be achieved straightforward by hand using middleware tools,
the other (and more common) way to do EAI is to use one of specialized EAI
products. EAI products are typically based on some kind of middleware (even
more than one) combined with other software tools and components. Most
of the EAI tools use a messaging middleware inside [27], p.17. EAI tools are
often kind of a proprietary software, are expensive and their use can result in
a vendor lock-in.
The term EAI includes many different approaches. The advantages and
features of a particular EAI approach will be described in the next paragraph.
2.3.2 Different Types of Enterprise Application Inte-
gration
4 main architectural integration types have historically evolved in EAI. Source
and Inspiration: [8], p.12-20, [9], p.254-256
Point-to-Point topology Point-to-point communication were the first type
of communication traditionally used in EAI. It is the most simplest ap-
proach and it can be usefull in certain cases (e.g. low volume of inte-
gration, few systems, etc.). Generally, this type of integration creates
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Figure 2.1: Different types of Enterprise Application Integration.
tight coupling. The next drawback of this communication style is that
integration logic is spread over all of integrated systems and there was
no central control, administration and management.
Most used protocols for Point-to-Point communication are IIOP and
RPC. An example of Point-to-Point topology is in the left-upper part
of Figure 2.1.
Hub-and-Spoke topology When there arised the need to integrate a larger
number of systems, Hub-and-Spoke solution was used rather than Point-
to-Point type. This architecture comprises of Hub (the central point),
Spokes (systems that are connected with the Hub) and LC - Lightweight
Connectors (connectors that needed to be constructed for the system to
be able to communicate with the Hub). Main advantage of this solution
is that there is rapidly less connections needed compared with connec-
tors needed when many systems would be integrated by Point-to-Point
solution. Integration logic (routing, transformations, etc.) is in this case
placed in the Hub and can be centrally managed, administred and con-
trolled. When we consider communication protocol, there has not been
created any standard and each EAI vendor used own proprietary pro-
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tocol. It led to strong vendor lock-in.
Centralized nature of this style is also its main drawback - Hub is a
single point of failure and bottleneck. When the Hub fails or get over-
loaded, the whole integration topology fails or the response time rapidly
grows. This problem could be solved by adding clustering support and
implementing failover support for the Hub that is rather complicated
task in this topology. An example of Hub-and-Spoke topology is in the
right-upper part of Figure 2.1.
Enterprise Message Bus Integration Hub-and-Spoke solutions evolved
into MOM-based (Messaging-oriented Middleware) solutions called En-
terprise Message Bus. The central part of the topology is a messaging
bus. The messaging bus only offers middleware support for integration
purposes - it offers systems message channels for storing messages. One
or more integration brokers that provide the integration logic (transfor-
mation, routing, etc.) are connected to the messaging bus. Messaging
format is still proprietary as well as i Hub/Spoke topology that is one of
disadvantages of the Platform. Systems can be conected to the messag-
ing bus either via an adapter, directly (when the system is capable to
communicate using a proprietary message format) or via the integration
broker. That is one of the main advantages of this topology - no need for
connectors to every system connected to the bus. Another advantage of
this topology is a messaging underlying the communication. Communi-
cation can support persistence of messages, redelivery capabilities, and
other MOM-interaction aspects. The reliability and throughput of this
topology is also better than in the Hub/Spoke topology. Messaging bus
can be clustered with fail-support as well as brokers. An example of
Enterprise Message Bus topology can be viewed in the left-down part
of Figure 2.1.
Enterprise Service Bus Integration Idea of Enterprise Message Bus
topology inspired the formation of Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) topol-
ogy, which is very commonly used these days as a backbone for commu-
nication in an enterprise environment. ESB is a collection of middleware
services which provides integration capabilities.
The integration logic is placed inside the ESB and integrated systems
are connected to the ESB via entry points. For illustration, see the ESB
topology example in Figure 2.1. The depicted ESB enables 3 possible
ways of communication - the first proprietary connector for SAP2 com-
2SAP ERP - an ERP system offered by SAP AG company http://www.sap.com
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munication, the second for JMS messaging and the third for invoking
via WebServices. Real EBSs support much more connectibility options.
The ESB concept is the most matured of all EAI concepts, so we will
concern in our thesis only ESB products. In the next chapter, we will introduce
some basic functionalities that should an ESB product contain.
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Chapter 3
Enterprise Service Bus
In previous chapter we introduced the evolution of the integration platforms
and selected the ESB concept as the most mature and powerful. This chapter
contain presents key functionalities of ESB products.
3.1 Key Functionalities of Enterprise Service
Bus
Important features that should an ESB offer are specified in the following list.
The list was compiled on the base of ESB important functionalities published
in [16], p.2-3, [9], p.256-263, [14], p.704, and [26], p.13-21.
• Support for multiple transport protocols One of the most essential
things, that an ESB should support is a communication over multiple
different protocols. These protocols can for example be: HTTP, JMS,
FTP, SMTP/POP3. An ESB should be also able to interoperate with
database or filesystem.
• Support for multiple connectivity options An ESB should be able
to use various resources - file system, messaging providers (basically
JMS or there can be also support for proprietary messaging providers
like IBM WebSphereMQ, etc.), schedulers, etc. Some ESB can also offer
connectors to existing systems (e.g. to an ERP system), etc.
• communication style There must be support on a ESB for both syn-
chronous and asynchronous communication styles (for protocols where it
has sense). The ESB should be also able to poll resources like filesystem,
databases and be able to be triggered by scheduler.
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• Routing capabilities Ability of performing message routing or ser-
vice invocation is one of major ESB function. This ability lowers cou-
pling between service requestor and service provider. Requestor simply
doesn’t have to know, where the service provider is physically located.
ESB exposes a proxy service destination that can be invoked by a Re-
questor. ESB then invokes the real service destination according to the
implemented mediation logic. The real service destination can be distin-
guished statically (’hardwired’ setting) or dynamically (based on con-
tent of the incomming message (extracted - often called ’Content-based
routing’)
• Common Message Format Common(or Normalized) message format
can be used in ESB products for simplifying the development of the
integration solution. User of the ESB doesn’t have to work with trans-
port specific format (such as a HTTP transfer or a JMS message). All
needed transformations are performed at inbound entry points to the
ESB . User works with some kind of normalized message (consisting of
a payload and some ESB-specific metadata). When the mediation flow
is at its end, the message is transformed by the the outbound endpoint
to a transport specific format. With this concept applied, the internal
processing logic of the ESB works with the only format of the message.
Commmon message concept has on the other hand also a drawback.
When inbound and outbound formats are equal, then the message is
transformed unnecessarily. Both principles are possible in existing ESB
products.
• Mediation, Orchestration Mediation or lightweight service orches-
tration is important functionality of an ESB. Different ESBs support
different mediation/orchestration capabilities.
The term mediation is used rather for the situation, when the flow is
composed a of simple reusable actions (so called EIP - filtering, trans-
formating, routing, ..). On the other hand, the term orchestration is
used for rather complex flows, for example when it contains calling of
external services and processing their results to create result own result.
In orchestration, there is often used an execution language (BPEL for
example) allowing parallel processing, loops, decision making, etc.
The first principle, mediation, is more common for ESBs as it better fits
lower-level integration needs. The latter principle, used for higher-level
service composition - i.e. for composing Business Processes from single
services, is offered more like an addition when we talk about ESBs1.
1However, there are ESB products that use the business process execution as the main
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Preferably, the service service orchestration should be matter of Proc-
cess Engines, not the matter of ESBs.
• Data transformation Services communicating through an ESB can
use incompatible messages. An ESB should be able to apply the follow-
ing transformations on messages:
– Data format transformation In some cases, it is needed to inter-
connect services that are both supporting other data formats. For
example, one service understands only XML-formatted data, while
the other side produces data in CSV format. Then, an ESB should
be capable to transfer the message content to a demanded format.
– Data model transformation Lets consider two services, one pro-
duces and second consumes a message of the same format, for
example XML. When the incoming message has a different data
format (defined by XSD commonly) than an accepting service sup-
ports, then the communication failes. For this reason, an ESB must
be capable to perform data model transformation tasks (such a
XSLT transformations for XML messages).
• Security Security is very important in a corporate sector, so ESB
should offer security related features like authentication and authoriza-
tion of incoming messages, encryption of messages and support for sign-
ing their content. One of example usage of security can be when ESB
serves as security proxy for legacy application that doesn’t support any
type of authentication and authorization. An ESB should also provide
integration with existing security providers like corporate LDAP.
• Monitoring and Management Monitoring and management tools
should be centrally available for an ESB.
• Extensibility In the case, that important functionality is missing in
ESB, there should be possibility to extend the ESB by acquiring an
extension (if offered by vendor or community) or implementing own
extension by given interfaces.
• High-availability, scalability As an ESB serves as a communica-
tion/integration backbone, there should be capability of clustering and
a high-availability support.
In the following list, we summarize how an ESB can be used:
way of integration
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• Service enablement - We may use the an ESB for creating a proxy
connection to some legacy part (application, etc.) that does not offer
such accesibility.
• Service creation and hosting - We may use an ESB as a provider of
new services.
• Protocol bridging An ESB may be used for interconnection of dis-
parate systems.
• Endpoint abstraction We may use an ESB for lowering the coupling
between communicating applications.
• Security proxy An ESB may be used as a secured proxy for application
that is not able to secure the communication itself.
• And many others
3.2 Enterprise Service Bus Related Specifica-
tions
The presented key functionalities indicate, that an ESB product is quite a
complex software product. In fact an ESB concept is so complex and offers
so many different functionalities that there is no industry accepted standard
for the ESB that would say what should each ESB product support and how.
ESB products from different vendors2 differ in many ways. This section gives
an overview of specifications, that can be used in the ESB context (although
some of them are not primarily aimed at the ESB products).
3.2.1 Java Business Integration
The Java Business Integration (JBI) specification comes from Java Commu-
nity Process 3 as JSR (Java Specification Request) with ordinal number 208
[5]. In August of 2005, community reached the “Final Release“ of this docu-
mentation and we will briefly describe and comment basic aspects.
The main motivation of creating this specification was non-existence of
standard approach to creating and deploying integration solutions on exist-
ing ESBs. People behind JBI specification tried to propose an architectural
2Especially the commercial ones.
3Java Community Process (JCP) - http://jcp.org/en/home/index
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structure (framework, platform) that would, when implemented as a core of
an ESB, enable to create and deploy integration solutions that are portable
to another ESB complying with the JBI specification.
When we focus on the Final Release of JBI v1.0, JBI defines a Java (JSE
1.4) based platform for (business) integration of service and other resources.
The community standing behind the JBI specification recommends to use JBI
as a core of an architecture for newly created ESB.
Architecture
The core architecture of the JBI environment is depicted in Figure 3.1. We
can see several things that need to be described.
Figure 3.1: Fundamental schema of JBI architecture. Source: [8], p. 40
• JBI environment JBI environment is a single JVM (Java Virtual Ma-
chine) where our integration artifacts can be deployed. This environment
can be a standalone ESB or an ESB deployed on a JEE application
server. In the latter case, the JBI environment is a part of application
server JVM and it can use other artifacts deployed on that application
server (e.g. EJB components) as consument/providers.
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• Service Engine (SE) Service Engine denotes in the JBI nomenclature
a locally deployed component that provides business logic like XSLT
transformations, orchestration capabilities (BPEL,..), event stream pro-
cessing (ESP) capabilities and so on. Service Engines from another point
of view, are containers for hosting WSDL-defined service providers and
consumers. The only one requirement is that the SE must implement a
given java interface (either directly or using JNI4).
• Binding Component (BC) As the name of this type of JBI components
suggests, they serves as connectors between the JBI environment and
the rest of the world. Binding Components are protocol-specific and
translate between external (protocol-specific) format and normalized
messages used inside the JBI environment. BCs can be both providers
for external services and consumers of external services. Example of
Binding Component can be component allowing the ESB use file, jms,
http, HL7, etc. protocols as a provider/consumer. Similarly to SEs, BCs
are also pluggable - BC is container for placing binding to the external
WSDL-defined services.
• JBI Container When we already know, what the SEs and BCs are,
we can view the JBI environment as a container that is hosting BCs
and SEs. This concept can be little bit confusing, because JBI is then
something like ”container of containers“ (because of SEs are containers
for local providers/consumers). It should be clear which container we
are talking about from the context.
• Normalized Message Router (NMR), Normalized Message Important
part of the JBI environment is Normalized Message Router, sometimes
denoted as the nerve of the JBI architecture, whose function is to route
normalized message exchanges from one component to another. NMR
can be viewed as a lightweight messaging infrastructure which facilitates
actual message exchange in a loosely coupled fashion. 4 MEP (Message
Exchange Patterns, simmilar to that we know from WSDL) are de-
fined for the message exchange: In-Only, Robust In-Only, In-Out and In
Optional-Out. For detailed description of these MEPs, please refer to
[5], p.31-33). JBI also support single JVM/JBI transactions, for more
info, please reffer to [5], p.207-214.
Normalized message in the JBI context means message, that is protocol
and transport neutral. It contains XML part containing the data and
4JNI - Java Native Interface - framework allowing to call native(C,C++) implementa-
tions from Java and vice-versa
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another part that contains metadata about its transition. Such a mes-
sage is the only internal representation of data going through the JBI
environment. As was already said, BCs manage the conversion between
transport/protocol-specific data and normalized messages.
• Delivery Channel (DC) SEs and BCs are not directly connected to the
NMR, instead, they use concept of ”virtual addresses“ in the ESB -
Delivery Channels. When NMR wants to send a message to BC/SE,
it just sends a message to appropriate Delivery Channel. Equally vice-
versa, when BC/SE sends a message to the NMR.
• Pluggable components
• Service providers and service consumers
When we consider requirements for the ESB stated previously in this chap-
ter, the JBI architecture (when used as a core of an architecture of the ESB)
supports the main functionalities.
WSDL-based Messaging Model
The messaging model of the JBI is based on the WSDL 1.1 and WSDL
2.0. The exchange of messages between service producer and serice consumer
is defined by the abstract service model of the provided WSDL. The con-
crete(”bound“) part of the WSDL is dependent on the type of the component
that is used. The concrete part would be different for the JMS BC and for
the File BC for instance.
Message Exchange Patterns
Any ESB product implementing the JBI 1.0 specification must support fol-
lowing MEPs between a service provider and a service consumer:
• One-Way: Consumer sends a request to the provider and no error path
is provided by the JBI container.
• Reliable One-Way: Consumer sends a request to the provider and there
is a error path provided by the JBI container. If the provider responds
with a fault, then the invocation fails.
• Request-Response: Consumer sends a request to the provider and waits
for the response. Provider may send the response or may respond with
a fault.
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• Request Optional-Response: Consumer sends a request to the provider
and it may result in a response.
More information about MEPs in JBI specification can be found in [5], p.23-
26.
Deployment Model
As we previously said, SE and BC components are a kind of containers. SE
and BC components offer some generic functionality (for example XLST SE
can perform XSLT transformation, FTP BC can bind an FTP provider as a
external service consumer/provider to the ESB and JDBC BC can do the same
with an relational database). However, these SE and BC components deployed
in the JBI container do not anything. We must give them instructions. For this
purpose, the JBI specification introduces terms Service Unit (SU) and Service
Assembly (SA). Service Unit is a package that fits in the SE or BC container.
It contains all integration logic (Java code, configuration files, BPEL scripts,
etc.) that is needed for the SE/BC component to do the desired work. The
desired content of the SU is up to the component which is deployed on. For
example, a BPEL SE expects an BPEL script as a content of the SU while
an XSLT SE expects an XSLT script. Each integration project contains many
SU, so they are not deployed each manually.
The Service Assembly is a bundle of SU that serves as a deployable package.
It can contain SU for different SC/BC, for example can contain all SU that
are needed for a whole integration project. Figure 3.2 shows an illustration
of one SA that contains 6 SU for 3 different SE. In the Figure, there are no
BC used, however, they are used very common for specifying binding with
external providers or consumers.
The JBI specification does not define format of SU and SA, so it is up to
the ESB provider to develop an own format.
More information about JBI packaging and deployment can be found in [8],
p.123.
3.2.2 Service Component Architecture
Service Component Architecture (SCA)
Motivation
The main motivation of using SCA components is a creation of technologi-
cal loose coupling for a business logic. Business logic can be writen in many
different languages (like Java, C++/C#, Ruby, Web Services orchestration
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Figure 3.2: Example of Service Assembly and Service Units. Source: [26], p.64
(BPEL), JavaScript, PHP, ..) and SCA could then create any of several bind-
ing (RMI, WS, ....) between these components though they could be easy con-
nected while each potentionally implemented in different language. Thanks to
that, large composites of components could be easily created.
SCA introduction
(Service Component) SCA is a set of specifications that describe how to build
composite system based according to Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
principles5
We briefly describe main specifications that are part of the SCA. All of
these can be found at the OSOA SCA specifications site [25].
Key specification is the SCA Assembly Model v1.00, that describes SCA
architecture and other specifications build on top of it.
Specification SCA Policy Framework v1.00 describes the policy framework
and specifically Security and Reliability policies. The SCA Transaction Pol-
icy V1.00 specification contains information how to use policies of transaction
support (for synchronous communication between SCA components). The de-
scription of policies is out of scope of this thesis, more information can be
5
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found in [23], [24]
The remaining specifications describes how to use SCA with particular
technologies. These are:
• SCA Java Common Annotations and APIs v1.00
• SCA Java Component Implementation v1.00
• SCA Spring Component Implementation v1.00
• SCA BPEL Client and Implementation V1.00
• SCA C++ Client and Implementation V1.00
• SCA Web Services Binding V1.00
• SCA JMS Binding V1.00
• SCA EJB Session Bean Binding v1.00
• SCA COBOL Client and Implementation V1.00
• SCA C Client and Implementation V1.00
• SCA JCA Binding V1.00
• SCA Java EE Integration Specification V1.00
• SCA Assembly Extensions for Event Processing and Pub/Sub V1.00
SCA Assembly Model
This paragraph briefly describes SCA Assembly Model as specified in [22].
Model consists of several key SCA artifacts. For the illustration of their rela-
tion, see Figure 3.3. There are denoted artifacts:
• Component Components are the basic elements of business function
in an SCA assembly. Components are instances of implementations.
One implementation can be used by more components, while each com-
ponent is configured in own way. Components can be combined into
more complex business solutions by SCA composites. No Component
can not exist alone, every is a part of some composite. Such composite
can be possibly used as an implementaion of another component.
Components contain several aspects that can be configured:
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Figure 3.3: SCA Composite Diagram, source: [22], p.4
– services There can be configured services on component, which
the component provides.
– references Each component can have zero or more references as-
signed.
– properties Each component also has zero or more properties.
Configuration of these aspects overrides (not fully, more information in
[22], p.5-8) setting from these aspects from
• Composite An SCA composite is used to assemble SCA components
in logical groupings. That is principle of composition within an SCA
Domain. SCA composite contains:
– components
– services
– references
– wires
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In contrary of configuring components, we are not overriding anything,
because for composite, we don’t specify implementation - implementaion
of the composite is the composite self.
• Implementation In SCA, the term implementation expresses concrete
implementation of business function that provides services or makes
references to services provided elsewhere. An implentation is of any of
supported implementation types - EJB, Spring, BPEL, C++, etc.
Composite (or SCA Composite) is also a implemenatation type.
• Component type. Each implementation has one own component
type. This component type is derived either from the implementation
(e.g. java annotation can be used, etc.) or the component type can be
declared explicitly. The component type is defined by:
– services
– references
– properties
Each of these declared aspect can be reconfigured for each component
that uses considered implementation in own way.
• Service when 2 components are bound, they must be placed in an
composite, it est int he implementation of a component that comprise
of them.
• Reference binding,
• Property A property is defined by a couple - name and value. Prop-
erties configures internal behavior of the implementation/component.
Properties can be set in one of 3 different ways - directly on the im-
plementation/component, inherently from the configuration of the com-
posite that comprises given component, or, lastly, properties can be
configured using property file.
• Configuration XML configuration
• Deployment
SCA is configured using XML documents. An exact way of developing,
packaging and deploying SCA components can be found in [22].
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SCA and ESBs
SCA can supplement the ESB in two forms:
• In some commercial ESBs is the SCA concept as a core part of the ESB.
For example IBM WebSphere ESB. uses SCA composites as packages
containing the integration flows. These packages can then have defined
many interfaces and can be arbitrarily reused and composed to greater
integration flows.
• SCA can properly supplement the ESB when deployed in SOA environ-
ment. More information can be found in chapter 4.2.
3.2.3 OSGi
The OSGi framework is a relatively new standard maintained by the OSGi
Alliance 6 that enables managing the dependencies between application com-
ponents. It is a Java based framework that implements complete and dynamic
component model and provides standard mechanisms for controlling the life-
cycle of components and the security. With an OSGi support, components can
be dynamically added to a and removed from the running system, without
taking down the whole server (or application, depending on where the OSGi
is used).
OSGi bundles An OSGi bundle is a package (in the meaning of for
example .zip file) containing some classes, other resources and package de-
scription contained in the MANIFEST.MF file. An OSGi bundle is a single
deployable unit in the OSGi environment and represents an OSGi component.
More information about OSGi can be found in [29] or [17]7.
6Homepage: http://www.osgi.org
7This books is going to be published in its final version on November 28, 2010. Until
then, an early access edition of the book is available for the buyers at http://www.manning.
com/hall/
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Chapter 4
Service Oriented Architecture
4.1 Definition of Service Oriented Architec-
ture
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is an software system architecture. In
SOA, the software components1 are interconnected in a way that comply with
SOA key principles 2:
• Standardized Service Contract - Contracts of all services should be in
compliance with the same contract design standards.
• Service Loose Coupling - Service contracts should not contain any cou-
pling information, so that the services are decoupled from the surround-
ing environment.
• Service Abstraction - Service contract should contain only essential in-
formation. The service should be described only by its service contract.
• Service Reusability - Services should be independent of the usage con-
text. They should be reusable in many different contexts.
• Service Autonomy - Services execution environment (operation system,
database, etc.) should not be shared with other services.
• Service Statelessness - Services should not keep a state of communica-
tion. They should consume resources (memory for example) only when
they are invoked.
1Called Services
2Source: [14], p.49
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• Service Discoverability - Services should be effectively discovered and
interpreted.
• Service Composability - Services should be easily composable.
SOA, though its the definition looks quite technical, is mainly oriented to the
business people. SOA should increase the alignment of IT with business. One
of the SOA benefits can be better flexibility of the business.
This thesis does not primarilly focuses on the SOA, so we will not explain
further details.3. We are rather interested in the technical underlaying of the
SOA.
4.2 Enterprise Service Bus in Service Oriented
Architecture
In this section, we will look at the relationship between SOA and ESB. In
Figure 4.1 are depicted technologies for the SOA platform based on Open
Source technologies4 by Davis’ book [9], p.28-57. The ESB is often used in a
SOA environment as an integration backbone. It enables an interconnection of
heterogenous applications, does the protocol bridging and other rather lower-
level integration work. The integration strength of an ESB can be in such a
environement supplemented with additional technologies.
• Orchestration Engine (Orchestrated Business Processes in the figure)
Orchestration Engines can properly supplement the mediation capabil-
ity of the ESB in a SOA environment. The difference between orches-
tration and mediation has already been explained in 3.1. In a SOA
environment should everything be a kind of service and orchestration
engines benefits from that.
• Service Component Architecture (Services and Components in the
figure) We defined the SCA architecture in chapter 3.2.2. One of the
main features of this architecture is that it allows to create compos-
ites of components. The existence of such a composites can make the
integration work easier. Low amount of bigger composites is easier in-
terconnectable than a high amount of small composites.
3More information about SOA principles, governance, ... can be found for example in
books from Thomas Erl [12] [13] [14].
4The same technologies are needed also when talking about SOA built on commercial
technologies.
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Figure 4.1: Open SOA Platform. Source: [9], p.29
• Web Services Mediation The Web Service Mediator products of-
fer an excellent support for SOAP-based routing. It can be used as a
WS-Security proxy for Web Services incomming from the outside the
company. It is not needed to use a full-blown ESB produkt for such a
specific thing.
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Chapter 5
Open Source Enterprise Service
Bus Products
In this chapter, we introduce available Open Source ESB products. After that,
we select some of those for the comparison that can be found in the chapter 6.
This chapter also includes the description of the arhchitecture of the selected
ESBs.
First, before we introduce Open Source EBSs, we should say a word about
technology platform, what they are build on. These days, there are two big
platforms for creating Enterprise Applications - Microsoft .NET Framework
and Java EE. Applications built on the .NET are technologically fully com-
parable with applications built on Java EE platform. However, when we con-
sider how the platforms are “open”, there surely dominates Java EE. There
are many large world companies, who participate in the Java EE’s (as well as
the Java SE platform) development.1. As the result of that, products based
on Java EE use open standards and run in almost arbitrary environment. On
the contrary, the development of the .NET platform is driven solely by the
Microsoft company which results in that the platform is quite “closed” and is
not based on open standards.
On the base of the previous paragraph, we will not consider any .NET based
ESB product in this thesis 2. Considered ESB products comes all from the
Java world.
1Companies work together in developing new features for the Java related specifications
in the JCP program (Java Community Process, http://jcp.org)
2Though, there are some Open-Source based .NET ESB products, for example NSer-
viceBus http://www.nservicebus.com
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5.1 Selecting Products for the Comparison
Open Source ESB products
• AdroitLogic UltraESB AdroitLogic UltraESB is a easily embed-
dable, high performance ESB.
• Apache ServiceMix Apache ServiceMix is an ESB that integrates
JBI, OSGi, Apache Camel, Apache ActiveMQ and Apache CXF in it.
ServiceMix is available in tested and certified version under the name
Fuse ESB.
• Apache Synapse Synapse is an ESB that has an extensive support
of WS-* standards.
• Celtix ESB The development of this ESB is inactive for years.
• ChainBuilder Connect ESB A JBI based ESB that should be ca-
pable to easily work in the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) envi-
ronment.
• ESBi The development of this ESB is inactive for years.
• JBoss ESB ESB product provided by JBoss, part of RedHat company.
It is part of commercial product called JBoss SOA platform which is
commonly used.
• MuleForge Mule ESB Is the oldest Open Source ESB. Its production
ability has been proven in many integration projects during the years.
• OpenESB OpenESB is an JBI based ESB that offers as one of a
few Open Source ESBs a graphicall tooling for implementing the whole
integration project (uses BPEL).
• OW2 PEtALS ESB Petals ESB is an open source JBI and SCA
based ESB developed by the OW2 Consortium. It is standard and mod-
ular and physically distributed.
• Eclipse Swordfish Is a project providing an extensible SOA frame-
work. It offers service registry, process engine and many other things.
The project is in incubation state and thus should not be considered for
production deployment.
• WSO2 ESB WSO2 offers a whole stack of products for SOA platform:
http://wso2.org/projects.
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Other Integration Frameworks
• Apache Camel Apache Camel is not an ESB in the true sense of the
word. According to its authors3, Camel is more rule based routing and
mediation engine than a full-blown ESB.
• Spring Integration Spring Integration is an Java framework for inte-
gration of applications. It offers similar functionality to Apache Camel
in some ways and cannot be considered as a full-blown ESB.
• Apache Tuscany Apache tuscany is sometimes called an ESB, but the
only thing it allows is a composition of services using SCA specification.
Selection
The main criteria for the selection of ESB products for the comparison were:
• Product should be ready for production deployment.
• Produch should offer something special.
From the Open Source solution, we’ve chosen these ESBs for the compar-
ison:
• Mule v.2.2.1 Mule ESB was chosen partly because is oldest and most
used from the field of open-source ESBs and proven his production abil-
ity. This ESB differs from many other mainly because it does not use a
common message format internally and also does not impement JBI.
• Fuse4/ServiceMix v.4.2 .. As Fuse ESB is an production-certified version
of the Apache ServiceMix, we will considered Fuse ESB in this thesis
and not the ServiceMix
Because it has great ambitions to be technologically most advanced
Open Source ESB on the market (supports JBI, OSGi) and is tightly
connected with the Apache community and contains some important
“top level Apache’ projects” as its part (Camel, CXF, ActiveMQ).
• Open ESB v.2.2 OpenESB was selected because it has built-in support
for advanced business components (BPEL, user processes, event stream
processing,..) and in actual version it doesn’t offer the lower-level rout-
ing capabilities. The production deployment abilities of this ESB are
indisputable, as it used as a base of SUN commercial CAPS6 platform.
3http://camel.apache.org/is-camel-an-esb.html
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• JBoss ESB v4.8 JBoss ESB was selected partly because it is a part of
JBoss SOA platform, which was selected by Forrester into consideration
in their 2009 ESB study [16] as well as into the gartner study [7] The
second reason is it supports many technologies created by JBoss like
Drools(most used Open Source rules engine) or jBPM (widely used tool
for service composition).
5.2 Detailed Description of Selected Products
As was previously declared, we also involve a commercial-based ESB into
comparison. (reasons can be found in the previous section).
5.2.1 Fuse ESB
Fuse ESB is an Open-Source JBI-based integration platform offered by Fus-
eSource community 4. This ESB is fully based on the Apache ServiceMix, the
apache community Open-Source ESB. In addition to Apache ServiceMix, Fuse
ESB is more tested, certified, and fully supported (for paid subscription)5.
Along with Fuse ESB, Fuse team also provides other “enterprise editions” of
Apache products that are closely related to Fuse ESB - Fuse Message Bro-
ker(based on Apache ActiveMQ), Fuse Services Framework(based on Apache
CXF) and Fuse Mediation Router(based on Apache Camel). The last one
mentioned, Camel, can be used as a rule-based mediation and routing engine
in other ESBs (since version 4 of ServiceMix/Fuse, Camel is internaly used as
an preferable alternative to other Fuse routing capabilities.
Architecture
The architecture of the Fuse ESB has significantly changed recently. Before
version 4.0 came, Fuse ESB’s architecture and deployment model had been
fully based on the JBI. It has changed then and now, Fuse ESB is based partly
on the JBI and newly also partly on the OSGi framework. The backwards
compatibility for Fuse 3.x components stay remained.
In the Figure 5.1, there are depicted the core parts of the Fuse ESB archi-
tecture. In the bottom part, there we can see an Kernel. Kernel is a lightweight
runtime, that adds some powerful features to the OSGi:
4FuseSource - community around IONA technologies and Progress Software (after
Progress Software acquired IONA)
5It is necessary to say that people from FuseSource constitute great part of Apache
Software Foundation commiters (when considering relevant projects). More at http://
fusesource.com/community/apache-committers-and-fuse/
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• Console The Fuse ESB console is a shell environment for controlling
the ESB runtime. The main functionality if offer is the ability of the
Artifact Management. There are subshell for managing OSGi bundles,
collection of bundles, JBI artifacts and the OSGi repositories. It allows
remote acces and can be extensible by writin custom modules. 6
• Dynamic logging Dynamic logging backend (provided by Log4j) that
supports different APIs on the ESB.
• Hot deployment A .jar file is automatically installed inside the run-
time when placed in InstallDir/deploy.
• Provisioning (Application provisioning through file-drop, Maven repos-
itory or through remote download)
• Dynamic configuration Changes in configuration (InstallDir/etc)
are automatically propagated to the relevant services.
• Security Security based on the Java Authentication and Authorization
Service (JAAS).
In the upper part of the Figure 5.1, there we see other significant charac-
teristics ot the Fuse ESB 4.x. As a central part, there is used an NMR. The
Fuse 4.x came with a new concept of the JBI’s NMR use. In the Fuse ESB 4.x,
NMR doesn’t only work as message underlaying of the JBI, newly, there is
more programming models in addition to JBI. Other boxes in the technology
layer in the figure show, what Fuse ESB integrates with:
• JBI JBI 1.0 service assemblies and service units can be deployed in the
Fuse ESB
• Fuse Message Broker (JMS rectangle in the figure) - An certified
version of Apache ActiveMQ, it is used (besides other things) as a mes-
saging infrastructure in the NMR.
• Fuse Mediation Router (Camel rectangle in the figure) - A certified
version Apache Camel. It offers simple approach to EIP inside the ESB.
• Fuse Services Framework (JAX-WS and JAX-RS rectangles in the
figure) - A certified version of the Apache CXF. It enables creation and
using web services in many ways in the ESB.
6Console reference guide: http://fusesource.com/docs/esb/4.2/command_ref/
index.html
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• Native Spring Support Fuse ESB is also integrated with Spring
Framework. OSGi bundle can be configured via Spring application con-
text and be on-the-fly deployed on the ESB.
Figure 5.1: The architecture of the Fuse ESB 4.x. Source: Fuse 4.2 doc-
umentation, http: // fusesource. com/ docs/ esb/ 4. 2/ getting_
started/ index. html
Routing
As we have written in 3.2.1, the JBI 1.0 specification [5] only defines basic
concepts like components interchangeability, basic communication schema be-
tween SE and BC components inside the JBI environment and so on. Each
vendor can then implement the JBI container in the own way.
The messages routing capability is then implemented differently by each ven-
dor. The only requirement is, that the implementation must comply with
the defined interfaces. In the 3.x version of Fuse ESB, there were 4 different
supported communication styles with the NMR: Straight Through (ST) flow,
Staged Event Driven Architecture (SEDA) flow, JMS flow and JCA Flow.
Last two flows were used for achieving clustering and fail-over support in the
Fuse ESB 3.x. For more information about the legacy routing architecture,
please refer to [8], p.59.
In the new version of the ESB, thigs has changed and there are no JM-
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S/JCA flows 7. Fuse 4.x routing capability is based mainly on the NMR, in
other words on the Message Broker. Both the JBI container and the Mediation
Router are connected to it and are allowed to communicate together.
NMR supports two types of endpoints. They differ in the prefix and in
the manner of use, there is no difference between them internally. The first
type of endpoints, (jbi:) is used by JBI container. The second type (nmr: is
used as for arbitrary endpoints specified on the NMR and these endpoints
can be accessed through the network from another Fuse ESB instance (in the
case the clustering is applied). Both the Fuse Mediation Router and the JBI
Container can access to both types of endpoints defined on the NMR 8.
Mediation, Orchestration
Basically, Fuse ESB supports two different styles of mediation9. The first
approach uses JBI servicemix-eip SE component as a mediator. The second
approach uses Fuse Mediation Router instead of the servicemix-eip SE com-
ponent. As Fuse Mediation Router evolved from the servicemix-eip10, offers
more EIP11 and more connection opportunity12, it is recommended to use
the latter approach. Besides, the Mediation Router can also be used without
having Fuse ESB. Figure 5.2 shows different possible approach for integration
using EIP. In the figure, there are depicted two flows13. Fisrt, they receives
an SOAP message to the binding enpoint on servicemix-cxf-bc component.
Next, the message is routed via NMR to the mediation component. The first
flow, the red one, uses the servicemix-eip component while the second flow,
the green one, uses the Fuse Mediation Router14. In both cases, mediators
decide to send the message to the external messaging queue and waits for the
response. Then the response is sent via NMR and servicemix-cxf-bc compo-
nent to the service customer.
There are some more notes to the figure. The servicemix-eip flow, accord-
7http://fusesource.com/docs/esb/4.2/migration/migration.pdf, p.27, 47
8(using servicemix-nmr and servicemix-camel components, for details, please refer to the
documentation)
9As an addition, Fuse ESB integrates Apache ODE process engine allowing the high-level
composition of services
10http://camel.apache.org/how-does-camel-compare-to-servicemix-eip.html
11http://camel.apache.org/enterprise-integration-patterns.html
12http://camel.apache.org/components.html
13Actually, these two flows both comprises of several subflows
14In fact, there is no need to use JBI components at all and make the entry endpoint
using camel-http component. It depend on the preference and the needs. Not all JBI BC
have an equivalent substitution in camel-components
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Figure 5.2: Example of two different ways of creating integration flows inside the
Fuse ESB 4.x
ing to the JBI specification, uses the NMR in each single step of the mediation
flow. In contrary, Mediation Router’s flow is defined as a set of routes. For
each route, there is defined an input endpoint and output endpoint (or more)
and the action which should happen. One route is connected to the other
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when its outbound endpoint equals the inbound endpoint of the other route.
These endpoints for interconnecting routes can be defined on several differ-
ent places. NMR endpoints are used for reliability and clustering purposes,
VM endpoints are opposite that local and much faster (because they are not
based on messaging). The next thing, that needs to be cleared is that Fuse
Mediation Router can be deployed in two ways into the Fuse ESB - either as
a standalone OSGi package (the upper instance) or as a JBI SE (the bottom
instance). The difference is a process of deployment of camel flows. The easier
way of deploying flows offer the first(upper) instance.
Development
Integration logic for the JBI container is writen using xml files in a XBean15
format. Integration logic for Apache Camel (Fuse Mediation Router) routes
can be written either as a Java code using Java DSL16 or as a XML in Spring
XML configuration file.
In both cases, the integration logic is then packaged by Maven as an OSGi
package and deployed to the Fuse ESB (either from the console or copying
the bundle to the hot-deployment folder).
Deployment model
In Fuse ESB 4.x, all the included JBI components are packaged as OSGi
bundles. More information about how to work with the JBI container inside
Fuse ESB version 4.x, please refer to http://fusesource.com/docs/esb/4.
2/jbi/index.html.
5.2.2 JBoss ESB
The core part of the JBossESB is formed by Rosetta. Rosetta is a former ESB
product that has been in commercial deployment at a mission critical site for
over 3 years.
Roseta’s architecture is built on four core components:
• Message Listener and Message Filtering
Message Listeners acts in Rosetta as inbound message routers that listen
for messages. After the message is received, it is passed to a message
processing pipeline. That message pipeline acts as outbound router
- it filters and routes the message to another message endpoint.
15http://geronimo.apache.org/xbean/
16an Domain Specific Language wrapped in java syntactic sugar
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• Data Transformation For data transformation, there is SmooksAc-
tion action processor used in the Rosetta.
• Content Based Routing There are several ways how to do achieve
content based routing in the JBoss ESB - XPath, Drools, Regex, and
Smokes
• Message Repository The registry plays a central role within JBoss-
ESB. It is used to store endpoint references (EPRs) for the services
deployed within the ESB.
Architecture
Architects of JBoss ESB tried to be in keeping with SOA principles, so ev-
erything within JBoss ESB is considered to be either a service or a message.
Services Services in JBoss ESB encapsulate the business logic or points of
integration with Legacy Systems. Services in JBossESB are defined as
a list of Listeners and Actions.
Actions are all defined by its Java class and are one by one called for
each processed message. Example of the action can be sending message
to a content based router’s class or sending it to the logging class. List
of actions creates so called Action Pipeline.
Listeners of the service define input binding of the service. Listener
can be for example http gateway or jms listener. There are two kind of
listeners available in JBoss ESB - Gateway Listeners and ESB Aware
Listeners:
• Gateway Listeners These listeners are used for creating “Gate-
way“ Endpoints. These Endpoints are used by external consumers.
They wrap message comming from the outside of the ESB into an
standard form (an ESB Message, see below). Normalized ESB Mes-
sage is then shipped to the Service’s Action Pipeline for execution.
• ESB Aware Listeners These listeners are used for creating end-
points that are used to exchange ESB Messages on the bus (be-
tween so called ESB Aware Components). These Endpoints are
called ”ESB Aware Endpoints“
When we write about endpoints, one more things is needed to be men-
tioned - for each service, there is a default transport available (but its
generation must be explicitely enabled in service configuration) - InVM,
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that uses communicate inter services running in the same JVM (java vir-
tual machine). If the InVM Endpoint exists on a called service, then it
will be always used in preference to other Endpoint Types.
Besides Actions and Listeners, other important aspects of the Service is
its name and category. These attributes are used for registering Lis-
teners of the Service into the Service Repository. Registered service
can be then simply invoked just with the knowledge of its name and
category. For Services, there are also very important parameters
Configuration of the services is done by creating configuration xml file
(jboss-esb.xml) that contains list of service definitions. These services
will be then deployed to the ESB.
Messages Messages are important concept in communication inside the
JBoss ESB. All interactions between service clients and providers within
JBoss ESB occur through the exchange of Messages.
The Message structure is based on SOAP message and extended by
other fields:
• Header Contains routing and addressing information for the mes-
sage. Addressing scheme inside JBoss ESB is based on WS-Addressing
standard from W3C [6].
• Body The Body contains the payload of the message. Payload can
contain arbitrary number of Objects of any type. The way how
they are serialized is up to the Objects.
• Context The Context contains information related to session, such
as transaction or security contexts.
• Attachment Message can contain attachment are not contained
in the Body. Attachment can be arbitrary file such as document,
picture, zip package, etc. Attachments can be named and unnamed.
According to the documentation [?], Attachments are not treated
differently from the body and is not recommended to use Attach-
ments due to probable redesign in the future.
• Properties Message can contain a set of message properties, which
can be used to define additional meta-data for the message. Sim-
milarly to Attachment, Properties are treated in a same way as
Body and will be in the future probably redesigned. Thus, it is not
recommended to use it.
• Fault The Fault can be used to carry error information. For ex-
ample,
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Message Exchange Patterns, Handling response
JBoss ESB supports 2 Message Exchange Patterns - one-way and request-
reply. More natural and simpler to manage with JBoss ESB is sending one-
way messages.17. When we use reqeust-reply style of communication, for each
thread is created temporary response destination (e.g. ”invm://thread-228-
33”) that is automatically set in the ESB Message header. To this destination
is then sent the response. The way, how the ESB distinguish, in which cases to
send response or not can be found in the JBossESB 4.8 Programmers Guide18,
p.35. Simple method how to force using desired MEP is to define ’mep’ at-
tribute of ’actions’ element in configuration.
Example of a message flow
Figure 5.3 shows example of a JBossESB Request/Reply flow. There are some
services deployed on the ESB, we are interested in two depicted. The first has
2 listeners and thus 2 endpoints - 1 for requests from the outside of the ESB,
1 from the inside. For simplicity’s sake, let’s the 2 endpoints accept JMS
messages. Service 1 contains Action Pipeline composed of 3 actions - trans-
formation, calling external provider and calling service 2.
The second endpoint offers 3 listeners (2 for internal purposes (they accept
communication over JMS and InVM) and one WebService listener for com-
munication from the outside of the ESB).
1. Customer sends JMS message to the JMS ”Gateway“ endpoint.
2. Message is catched by the correspond ”Gateway Listener“, wrapped into
ESB message and shipped to the Service’s Action Pipeline.
3. Message is sequentially processed by all Actions defined in Service’s
Action Pipeline.
4. First Action just transforms incomming message to other form (using
XSLT or Smooks).
5. Second Action invokes external WebService and receives an reply.
17One-way communication is implicit for some contained Action classes - for example,
JMSRouter Action sends one-way JMS messages and there is no way to force it to receive an
JMS response unless the response is also an JMS queue. For example, when implementing
the protocol bridging from synchronous HTTP request to the JMS service invocation, there
must be applied a workaround to get a JMS response.
18Available at http://labs.jboss.com/jbossesb/docs/4.8/manuals/pdf/
ProgrammersGuide.pdf
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6. Third Action performes Content-based routing of the message. As a
destination is chosen Service 2 (another service could be chosen, but in
our example, service 2 is chosen for illustration). Then, the message is
transfered via InVM transport and the response is received.
7. After the flow passed through the whole Action Pipeline and every step
was successful, reply destination is extracted from the ReplyTo header
attribute. If any step was unsuccessful, Notifier is invoked 19.
8. The response is sent to the ReplyTo destination.
Figure 5.3: Example of a JBoss ESB Request/Reply flow
Deployment model
Integration solutions can be deployed to the server using hot-deployment
folder or using the administrator console via web.
19Notifier is component, that is able to send String data (can be success or failure infor-
mation) to some non-ESB Aware Endpoint
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5.2.3 Mule ESB
Mule ESB is an open-source ESB provided by MuleSoft company. This ESB
is one of the most widely known and most used. 20
Architecture
The architecture of the Mule ESB is in the contrary to other ESBs quite sim-
ple.
Mule ESB works as an message router. It receives message from one side,
then it does some integration logic (validation, transformation, decision of
the route, ..) and after that sends the message to the destination. Messages
in the mule speak are arbitrary packets of data that are transfered from one
application to another on a specific channel. It can be web service, JMS mes-
sage, etc.
Components that allows Mule to connect to different protocols are called
Connectors.
Common Message Format In contrast to many other ESBs, Mule
does conversion between inbound and outbound message type only if it’s
needed. For example, when we use as the inbound protocol SOAP and as
the outbound SOAP as well, the message is not converted to any common
message format. It can speed up the processing of messages routing through
ESB. The main drawback of unsupporting the commmon message format is
the need of using transformations when they are needed.
More about Common Message Format can be found in 3.1.
Transports Transports are key concepts inside the Mule ESB. Fig-
ure 5.4 depictes the relations between transports, connectors, routers and
a service. A transport is responsible for carring messages from application to
application. Transports are protocol-specific (for example file-transfer, http-
transfer, etc.). A heart of a transport is the connector. The connector main-
tains the configuration and state for the transport. When receiving messages,
a connector uses a message receiver, which reads the data. It packages them as
a message, and passes it to the service component inbound router. When send-
ing messages, the connector uses a message dispatcher. It receives the mes-
20Project Mule started in 2003 and has more than 2000 production deployments. Source:
http://www.mulesoft.com Mule is used by top-tier financial institutions such as Citi-
Group, JP Morgan and Deutsche Bank as well as many other high profile enterprises
including American Airlines, Adobe and Yum Brands.
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sages and routing instructions from the service component outbound router
and sends the message to the next service component or application.
Figure 5.4: Diagram of Mule transports. Source: Mule 2.x documenta-
tion http: // www. mulesoft. org/ documentation/ display/
MULE2USER/ About+ Transports
Developing solutions
Since the version 2.0 was released, the Mule ESB is fully integrated with
Spring framework. it means, that Mule can fully connect to spring context
and use spring beans and other features.
Message Routers Message routers in Mule ESB are key components pro-
viding the ability of protocol independent message routing. According to the
documentation, 21 routing features of Mule ESB are based on EIP [18].
Mule ESB related products The MuleSoft company offer also other
products Along to Mule ESB:
• Mule ESB Enterprise Edition The enterprise edition of the Mule ESB
offers some features (as jdbc connector or connectors to some enterprise
systems). It is available only with an active paid subscription.
21http://www.mulesoft.org/documentation/display/MULE2USER/Using+Message+
Routers
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• Mule Data Integrator Free for developmnent. For production, an active
subcription from MuleSoft company is needed.
• Mule Galaxy22 Free of charge Registry and Repository tool, it enocom-
panes SOA Governance in it
Features enhaced version of this SOA governance tool is included.
You can use Mule Galaxy to update your JAR and configuration files
across your Mule instances.
5.2.4 OpenESB
OpenESB is a platform for Enterprise Application Integration, Business In-
tegration and SOA. The project initiated in 2005 when Sun released part of
its ESB products under CCDL licence. From that time, OpenESB has been
developing with the community
Licence, subscription, marketing power The development of the
OpenESB had been sponsored by Sun Microsystems and developed by the
community around this company before the acquisition Sun with Oracle. Now,
it seems, that Oracle will stop sponsoring the development of OpenESB and
wants the community to find a way to stand on its own. Oracle also stopped
23 Besides the open-source product OpenESB, there are two other products
(GlassFishESB 24 and Java CAPS6) that are based or use some components
from OpenESB and the Sun was offering a paid support for them. Oracle does
not plan next developmnet of these products 25 and does not offer the paid
support for these products to new customers anymore.
In the future, the are plans for releasing new versions of the OpenESB
(the upcomming is the major version 3.0), but only the time will show, how
strong will the community be without Sun sponsorship.
Architecture Architecture of the ESB is strictly based on the JBI specifi-
cation (described in 3.2.1). Concepts of BC/SE components are widely used
22http://www.mulesoft.org/documentation/display/GALAXY/Introduction+to+
Galaxy
23http://frankkieviet.blogspot.com/2010/04/openesb-under-oracle.html
24GlassFishESB is just a tested and certified version of OpenESB containing a core set
of its JBI components
25Because Oracle already owns two very mature integration platforms - one developed
by their own and the other that came after acquisition with integration gigant BEA
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and there is more than 40 implemented components available to ease the
integration implementation. 26.
Deployment Model For deployment of the integration solution, there is
an JBI container that can runs deployed as an application on the JEE ap-
plication server. Most recommended is GlassFish Application Server (which
is delivered with the ESB). Other Application servers are also applicable to
be used (for instance IBM Websphere Application Server, JBoss Application
Server, etc.). Application server serves mainly OpenESB transactions, clus-
tering and ESB is allowed through a specific SE component to interact with
applications deployed in the container on the application server. With sup-
port for open standards JBI and JavaEE, this ESB could induce less ’vendor
lock-in’ than proprietary ESBs.
Routing and Mediation/Orchestration capabilities Instead of low-
level integration mediation and transformations (as present in Mule, Fuse
ESB, JBoss ESB and many others), Open ESB concentrates on a higher-level
service orchestration and service composition using BPEL. BPEL executive
engine is writen as a JBI SE component. Even though the BPEL is used for
the orchestration (so an WSDL description is needed for each service), Ope-
nESB allows to route among many protocols and transports. It offers concrete
WSDL binding for protocols and transports like ftp, file, jdbc and so on.
OpenESB in the current version 2.2 does not offer any straight support for us-
ing EIP at all27. The better support for implementing EIP patterns is planned
for the next major version - Open ESB v3.0 28.
26Though, not each is in production-ready version. The full list of OpenESB JBI com-
ponents can be found at https://open-esb.dev.java.net/Components.html
27However, there is Camel SE component that allows to use Camel for implementing flows
based on EIP, but this component is in ”incubator“ state, i.e. it is not production-ready
yet.
28For more information, please refer to https://fuji.dev.java.net/
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Chapter 6
Comparison of the Enterprise
Service Buses
In this chapter, we compare four selected Open Source based ESB products
selected in section 5.1). We repeat, that we selected the following ESBs for
the detailed comparison:
• Fuse ESB, version 4.2
• JBoss ESB, version 4.8
• Mule ESB, version 2.2.1
• OpenESB, version 2.2
6.1 Comparison Criteria
On the market, there is many Open Source ESB products and they all differ
in many ways. In this section, we are trying to find a generic set of criteria for
comparison of Open Source ESBs 1. The criteria for are selected that they take
into account the possibility of using these products in the enterprise environ-
ment. Requirements are divided in logically related groups. Some criterions
belong to more than one group, then the criterion is stated in the group where
fits the most.
1This set of criteria does not only apply to the Open Source ESBs. The major part of
them is also applicable on an arbitrary ESB product
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6.1.1 Project Management Point of View
Community support As we are concerning with Open Source prod-
ucts and we do not consider any form of paid support, it is very important
that there is a living community standing behind considered product - active
forums, mailing lists, discussions.
Paid Subscription Availability When there is a paid subscription (a
kind of support) available for the open-source product, we may request it
in the addition to the community support if it is not enought. Besides, the
subject, who offers the ESB product, participates (usually heavily) in the
product developmnent. That may lead to less buggy and more production-
ready software.
Case Studies One of the way how to prove the production ability of the
ESB is the availability of case studies. The “Customer Base” - an estimated
amount of customers, that use this product in an production environment
(regardless whether with or without paid support) is also taken into account
in this in this criterion.
Product Age This criterium take into consideration, for how long is
the product being developed. It can be one of the indicators of the maturity
of the product.
Product Viability Tells, whether there has been released new version
of the product lately. The Frequent and regular releasing of new versions is
very important and shows the viability of the product.
API Stability Changes between releases should be ideally incremental
and versions of the product should be backward compatible.
Vendor Lock-in Is there a possibility to easily migrate created solution
to another ESB product provided by other vendor? Moreover, does the vendor
require to use other products from the same vendor? (e.g application server,
database, repository, etc.)
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Licence Model As we previously said, we consider only EBS products
available under Open Source licence. However, there are many Open Source
compliant licences and not all are equal in what they allow and what they
forbid. It is also very important to realize, that not everything around an
Open Source product has to be Open Source as well.
6.1.2 Development Point of View
Learning curve Express, how it is difficult to become familiar with the
product. The rating of this criterion is quite subjective, but based on the
overall complexity of the work with the product, documentation, examples,
tutorials, etc. Partly, it covers other criterions.
Documentation The documentation of product which we don’t have
active subscription to, is very important. Documentation should cover all as-
pects and features of the product, required information should be easy to find
and also clear and comprehensive. Very usefull are demonstrations, examples,
tutorials.
Development Tools The possibility not to write every part of solution
by hand and from the scratch is very helpful and can greatly improve speed
of development. Really helpful are graphic tools and code generators (like
maven archetypes, etc.). A must is a quick validation/proof of functionality
of the part we created.
Enterprise Integration Patterns Support How many integration
patterns (from [18]) does the ESB implements? Evaluation of this criterion is
placed in the Attachment D.
6.1.3 Architectural Point of View - Low Level
Decision Support The actions offered by ESB products are often based
on the evaluation of some expressions or predicates. So the support for eval-
uation need to be examined.
Mediation and Orchestration Mediation and Orchestration capabil-
ities of selected ESB product need to be evaluated.
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Transformation Support As transformation of data is one of the most
used ESB functionalities, an ESB must offer a support for transforming the
data.
Message Exchange Patterns How many different MEPs does the ESB
support?
Common Message Format Is there used an common message format
internally in the ESB product? Pros and cons of using ESB that uses a com-
mon message format internaly were described in section 3.1.
6.1.4 Architectural Point of View - High Level
Extensibility Is it possible to easily extend the functionality of the
ESB using other tools? Does the ESB products offer for example integrated
service orchestration support? Are there any features that are not present at
competitors?
Communication Ability This criterion evaluates, how many different
protocols and transports is the ESB able to use.
External Systems Connectors It is useful, when ESBs can connect to
another systems. This criterion evaluates number of other systems, the ESB
can connect to.
Security Support Security is very important when transmitting cor-
porate data. An ESB should definitely support secure operations.
Performance Performance of the ESBs is important. The performance
test details are described in the evaluation part.
6.1.5 Configuration Management Point of View
Installation and Setup Complexity Evaluates the complexity of in-
stallation and set-up procedures.
Runtime Modes Express the ability of the ESB to run in different
modes (for example as a standalone application or on the application server
or in a different way)
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Deployment Model Express the possible ways of deploying solutions
on the ESB. One of most wanted features is hot deployment 2
System Requirements and Resource Consumption This criterion
can be important for example, when using more instances of the ESB in the
cluster.
Management and Monitoring Includes evaluation, whether there is
an user-friendly administration/management console for setting up the prod-
uct. The other important thing evaluated by this criterion is the presence of
some monitoring tool.
Clustering and High Availability As we consider using the ESBs
inside the enterprise environment, the product should support clustering and
high availability capability.
6.2 Enterprise Service Bus Comparison
This section contain an evaluation of previously defined criteria. The evalu-
ation is also available in a form of tables that contain summarized results of
the comparison in section 6.3.
6.2.1 Project Management Point of View
Community Support The community around ServiceMix/Fuse is quite
big - there is an FUSE forum3 at the FuseSource community sites that exists
nearly three years. Since its beginning, the ESB part of the forum gained
about 950 posts. That is just one post a day. There is available another fo-
rum4. It concerns the Apache ServiceMix. It is much more living than the
Fuse forum. It has gained over 25000 posts since December 2005. It is nearly
15 posts per day.
Mule ESB community support is offered through a user mail list5 counting
2It is a deployment of solution by putting a package in the hot-deployment-folder. Prod-
uct will automatically load and deploy the solution. Solution can be then undeployed by
removing the package from the hot-deployment-folder.
3Located at https://fusesource.com/forums/index.jspa
4Located at http://servicemix.apache.org/discussion-forums.html, also accesi-
ble through a mailing list
5Located at http://mule.markmail.org/search/. There is also an user forum, it has
the same content as the mailing list, but contains only newer posts
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about 30000 messages since its beginning (December 2004). It is about 14
posts a day.
OpenESB user’s mailing list6 has gained about 14000 posts since November
of 2005. Before the May of 2008, the list had not been used often. Since the
May of 2008, the mailing list received around 14000 messages (about 19/day).
However, recent activity on the list is not as high as in the case of Mule or
Fuse.
JBoss ESB user forum 7 lives quite well. It has about 7000 posts since the
start in 2007 and the recent activity is quite high (more than 10 posts a day).
Paid Subscription Availability Both Fuse ESB and Mule ESB are
available with optional paid subscription. In the case of the OpenESB, the
situation is different. As we have written in the chapter 5.2.4, there always
had been an paid alternative to OpenESB offered by Sun, but after its ac-
quisition with Oracle, Oracle does not intend to continue in developing Sun’s
integration platforms (OpenESB, GlassFishESB, CAPS6). The paid support
for Sun’s integration products is no longer offered. For JBoss ESB, paid sub-
scription or support is not available, however, JBoss ESB is a part of paid,
fully supported JBoss SOA platform.
So Open ESB is the only ESB among the comparised ones, that is not com-
mercially driven at this time.
Case Studies There are just 3 case studies of use OpenESB published
on the community’s websites. The most attractive ang the biggest project 8
among presented was based on a large-scale architecture and has been de-
ployed over more than 50 countries.
Mule ESB, the oldest of the Open-Source ESBs on the market, has gained
many customers over the years. Mule web sites9, contain the information
about more than 2000 production deployment of the Mule ESB around the
world. To their biggest customers belong companies like Walmart.com, Nestle,
Honeywell, DHL and 5 of the world’s top 10 banks (CitiGroup, JP Morgan,
Deutsche Bank, etc.).
Moreover, the forrester study [16] includes among commecial products also
6Located at https://open-esb.dev.java.net/servlets/SummarizeList?listName=
users
7Located at http://community.jboss.org/en/jbossesb?view=discussions
8Case study available at https://open-esb.dev.java.net/casestudies/TS-5123.
pdf
9 http://www.mulesoft.com/downloads/Whitepaper_perf_test_results.pdf,
http://www.mulesoft.org/mule-users
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two open-source based ESBs - Enterprise edition of Mule ESB10 and JBoss
Enterprise SOA Platform11. One of the requirements for an ESB to be included
into the comparison was more than 100 production deployments around the
world. This study also answered the question in the JBoss SOA Platform con-
text. There are more case studies available for the JBoss SOA platform 12. We
can consider these case studies partially as case studies for JBoss ESB. The
SOA Platform main features are based on JBoss ESB, JBoss jBPM and JBoss
Drools. All of these projects are Open Source licensed and one can build own
SOA Platform combining these products.
Fuse’ web sites contain just few case studies of the Fuse ESB. There are just
two interesting projects mentioned. One describes a project for US Federal
Aviation Administration 13 and the other one describes a project for Sabre
Holdings travel distribution company 14.
Product Age Mule ESB is the oldest Open Source licensed ESB on the
market. Its history began in 2003. Fuse ESB started it history in the second
half of the year 2006. The project ServiceMix is older, its beginning is dated to
the years 2004-2005. The beginnings of the projects JBoss ESB and OpenESB
are dated to years 2005-2006.
Product Viability The last version of Mule ESB (2.2.1) was released
in March 2009 and since then, just some milestones of upcomming Mule ESB
v3 were released (03/2010, 05/2010 and 07/2010). Community might concen-
trate on the upcomming major version and on the other Mule projects.
Fuse ESB team releases new versions and updates for the older versions of
the ESB relatively often. We state most recent updates sorted by release date:
v4.2.0 in 06/2010, v3.2 in 06/2010, v3.4 in 04/2010, v4.1 in 07/2009, v4.0 in
02/2009.
JBoss ESB community releases new version regularly every 4-5 months - v4.8
in 04/2010, v4.7 in 11/2009, v4.6 in 07/2009, v4.5 in 02/2009, v4.4 in 05/2008,
v4.3 in 05/2008. Each release contains many bug fixed and improvements.
The community of OpenESB releases new versions averagely in 6-month pe-
riods - v2.2 in 12/2009, v2.1 in 06/2009, v2.0 in 11/2008. With each version,
there comes lot of bugs fixes and new features. These days, the priority is to
10Mule Enterprise Edition offers a support and few extended components in addition to
basic Mule edition
11JBoss Enterprise SOA Platform includes Open-Source JBoss ESB
12Available at http://customers.press.redhat.com/category/solutions/jboss/
jboss-enterprise-soa-platform/
13Available at http://fusesource.com/collateral/70
14Can be found athttp://fusesource.com/collateral/35
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finish the new major version (v3.0). There already have been some milestone-
verions released, final should be released during 2010.
API Stability As recent versions of Mule ESB, JBoss ESB and Ope-
nESB were not major and there ESBs are quite mature, their API has not
changed significantly. In regard to Fuse ESB, this ESB has recently undergone
bigger changes. Fuse ESB version 4.x (based on the Apache ServiceMix 4.x)
comes with brand new deployment model allowing to use both OSGi and JBI.
Solutions from the older version (3.x) need to be rebuild and in some cases
also rewritten. For more information, please refer to the migration guide15.
Considering future releases, there are two major version planned. Most changes
will appear in Mule ESB v3.0 (new deployment model, making internal API
more simple and extensibe, new Message Exchange Patterns) and in Ope-
nESB, v3.0 (JBI+OSGi architecture, Integration Flow Language - lightweight
flow engine).
Vendor Lock-in As ESB plays the role of protocol abstraction layer,the
use of ESB can significantly reduce the dependency (high coupling) between
communicating components. Communication via standardized protocols pre-
vents potentional vendor lock-in. In this meaning, every ESB prevents vendor
lock-in.
When we consider implementation of integration logic, there is a JBI 1.0 spec-
ification16 that enable the interchange of integration components (SE and BC)
between JBI compliant ESBs. Fuse ESB and OpenESB are based on JBI 1.0
specification and it should be teoretically possible to transfer integration com-
ponents and logic deployed on those components from one ESB to the other.
However, not every component is easily portable. For additional information,
pleaser refer to the evaluation of “Extensibility“ criterion. Considering Mule
ESB and JBoss ESB, both support neither the JBI specification nor imple-
menting anything else that would reduce vendor lock-in.
JBoss ESB and OpenESB, they both run on an application server. Never-
theless, they are not bind tightly and they should be capable to run on an
arbitrary JEE application server.
Licence Model When think about Open-Source licence model, there
can arise problem with ESBs that can be delivered with commercial subscrip-
tion and doesn’t have GPL-compliant licence. When we look at JBoss ESB,
its licence model is LGPL (LGPL V2.1). JBoss ESB can be then used as a
15http://fusesource.com/docs/esb/4.2/migration/migration.pdf
16[5], described in section 3.2.1
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part of any commercial product (lets focus on JBoss SOA Platform). Code
of derived product can be arbitrarily modified and modified source code does
not have to be necessarily published. In JBoss case, there is even written on
the SOA platform page, that there is used JBoss ESB with various updates,
component upgrades, and bug fixes. 17.
Fuse ESB license is based on the Apache License Version 2.018 and contains
some additional clauses. New version of Fuse are released much less often than
new releases of Apache ServiceMix. Fuse ESB consist from ServiceMix code
and from patches and bug fixes made by Fuse team. These patches and bug
fixes are then merged with the ServiceMix. Situation with Fuse Message Bro-
ker, Mediation Router and Services Framework is similar. Nevertheless, not
everything around Fuse is Open-Source. For example, Fuse Integration De-
signer, that is capable to graphically design Mediation Router flows is offerd
as a part of paid support for Fuse products
Mule ESB is available under CPAL, v1.019 license that allows to build an
commercial product from the Open Source one. There is the Fuse ESB Enter-
prise Edition that is fully supported and offers some benefits and components
in addition to the community version. OpenESB, is published under the li-
cense CDDL20. The whole platform (including application server, development
environment and all JBI components) is publicly available.
6.2.2 Development Point of View
Learning Curve This criterion is hard to be considered as it depends
on people who are working with the ESB. In this aspect, there can be also
considered quality of the documentaion, examples, etc. These aspects are con-
sidered in the further paragraphs. Generally said, faster start can be expected
with ESBs, whose architecture exposed to a common user is rather simpler (as
with JBoss ESB or Mule ESB) or with ESBs that offer tools simplifying the
work (like using the graphical IDE in the case of Open ESB). Longer learning
curve can be expected when working with Fuse ESB It combines OSGi and
JBI standards, so the architecture and the deployment model is rather com-
plex and it takes more time to acquire the required knowledge. Mule ESB’s
learning curve can be also shorter for people familiar with the Spring. On the
17http://www.jbossgroup-europe.ch/products/platforms/soa/components/
18http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache2.0.php
19Common Public Attribution License V1.0, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/
cpal_1.0
20Common Development and Distribution License, http://www.opensource.org/
licenses/cddl1.php, license produced by Sun Microsystems, based on the Mozilla Public
Licence (MPL), version 1.1
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other hand, Mule USB, as the only ESB among the comparised does not use
a common message format. It can be hard for a newcomer to get familiar with
using transformations.
Documentation Documentation of the JBoss ESB is sufficient - it com-
prises mainly from 4 documents - Getting started guide (14p), Programming
guide (162p), Services guide (92p) (containing tutorials on most interesting
features in the last release) and Administrator guide(34p) In the Program-
ming guide, there is well described the whole architecture of the ESB. There
are more documents containing detailed description of some ESB aspects, but
they belong to older versions of JBoss ESB. Maybe are these still valid. Un-
like other comparised ESBs, there are no additional educational resources on
the internet. On the other hand, there is a lot of examples in the samples
folder in the server installation folder. The examples cover well many various
integration problems that an ESB solves. The JBoss wiki21 also contain much
information.
Fuse ESB documentation is in the contrary to JBoss ESB well done writ-
ten and very describing. It is definitely most complete documentation among
tested ESBs. For starting with Fuse, there are available helpful videos and we-
binar (updated for newest version 4.2), lots of prepared documented examples
delivered with ESB as well as Getting Started part of documentation. The
rest of documentation comprises of many guides focused on different aspects
of Fuse ESB - there are very detailed documentaions about OSGi deployment,
using JBI, working with many BC and SE (with very detailed reference of all
components) and many other. Whole documentation have many hundreds of
pages useful information (examples are very common in every single docu-
ment). Futhermore, there also exist ServiceMix documentation that contains
mainly useful tutorials, examples and components reference. Fuse ESB (or
ServiceMix) is also described in some books. [8] explains JBI specification
in a practical way. For demonstrations is used the ServiceMix ESB. [26] is
mentioned further. Documentation of the Apache Camel project is also well
created. It can be browsed on the project websites22 or there is a pdf ver-
sion available (more than 650 pages of text). The documentation contains
the architecture, configuration, Java DSL description, list of components, list
of EIP, additional scripting languages explained and many other documents.
Every part of the documentation contains practical examples. There will be
also awailable two books tightly connected with the Fuse ESB - Camel in
21Available at http://community.jboss.org/en/wiki
22http://camel.apache.org/documentation.html
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Action [19] extActiveMQ in Action [28] 23
MuleSoft sites contains many Mule ESB related resources - demos, tuto-
rials, webinars, documentation. These resources are well clear and compre-
hensible enought and enable new user to quickly get required knowledge to
start working with Mule ESB. On the other side, when detail information are
needed, the provided documentation is sometimes not enought (for example,
the section describing usage of XPATH and other expression languages). Mule
ESB is also described in some books - [11] describes every aspect around Mule
ESB - from beginning to advanced topics like using Mule API, tuning and
scripting. An alternative can be [10], that, however, covers less than [11]. [26]
describes ServiceMix ESB along with Mule ESB and contains demonstration
of implementation various scenarios on both ESBs.
Finally, Open ESB’s documentation is created as a collection of pages
(similar to wiki) and is not very compact. There are many documents placed
on a page, some documents are describing an older version of OpenESB, some
are describing actual. Documentation generally does not describing topics
deeply, more than that, there are examples. There is also book containing
useful information for people who wants to use OpenESB. [20] explaining
how to create SOA-based composite applications using OpenESB, Netbeans
IDE platform and Glassfish application server.
Development Tools JBoss offers an set of Eclipse plugins named JBoss
Tools for free. Several of the plugins are useful for esb-related projects. Most
important when working with JBoss ESB are ESB Tools - it offers wizzards
and editors (no graphical designers, though). Also important are Drools tools
(working with JBoss Rules), Smooks tools(for transformation purposes) and
JBoss Server Manager (for managing installed instances of JBoss Server).
JBoss WS helps with WebServices developmnet, JBoss BPEL improves the
Eclipse BPEL project for graphical development of BPEL flows. There are
also jBPM Tools and BPMN Convert available for creating and deploying
jBPM flows. Documentation and description of all features for all parts of
JBoss Tools is available at http://docs.jboss.org/tools/3.1.0.GA/.
For FuseESB, there are FUSE Eclipse Tools available for free, which is set
of Eclipse wizards, editors, projects, builders, deployers. There is a better
variant of eclipse tooling (contaning graphical mediation flow designer for
Camel, debugger, etc.), but there is only 90-day evaluation version available
without any active support subscription. Useful also could be offered maven
23These books are going to be published in their final version on November 28, 2010.
Until then, early access editions of these books are available for the buyers at http://www.
manning.com.
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archetypes for creating new projects.
Mule ESB offers plugins for Eclipse IDE, that allows to simplify (make
easier work with namespaces, it does not allow to graphically design mediation
flow at all) of writing XML messages and testing of the solutions.
NetBeans based IDE24 is on a high level, it is the most advanced IDE
among tested open-source competitors. It offers CASA (Composite Applica-
tion Service Assembly) editor, ability to programme bpel integration processes
in a graphic way and XSLT editor. The NetBeans based IDE makes it very
easy to create integration solutions or composite application.
Enterprise Integration Patterns Support The official documenta-
tion, internet search engines and foras were explored to find some information
about supported EIPs in the ESB products. Appendix D contains a table with
detailed information about supported EIPs.
Open ESB doesn’t contain any mediation flow engine at all25, so we don’t
evaluate this criterion for it.
The largest amount of the patterns offers Fuse ESB (mainly thanks to
integrated Fuse Mediation Router). Mule supports fewer EIPs, but is better
than JBossESB.
6.2.3 Architecutral Point of View - Low Level
Decision Support Fuse ESB offers decision support based on JSR22326
JBoss ESB is able to use XPath, Regex, Drools for a decision support. It also
contain a support for JSR223 compliant scripting languages.
Mule ESB offers many different approaches- xpath, regex, js, groovy - all of
them are based on the JSR223 support.
OpenESB uses XPath 1.0 for evaluation of expressions and predicates.
Mediation and Orchestration Fuse ESB offers two different alterna-
tives for internal mediation: EIP Service Engine and Camel (Fuse Mediation
Router). Fuse ESB also offers Apache ODE internally27
JBoss ESB offers internal support for executing mediation flows. It also can
24https://open-esb.dev.java.net/
25It doesn’t mean that OpenESB is not capable to do some EIP. It is capable, but the
way is not so simple as with mediation. When doing content-based routing for instance, all
possible endpoints must be defined in a graphical editor
26A support for external scripting
27Apache ODE is prepared to use as a component in uninstalled state. Run features:install
ode from the OSGi console to activate it.
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use externally jBPM for service orchestration28
Mule offers internally accessible mediation support. It is possible to connect
Mule ESB with jBPM.
The OpenESB doesn’t offer any mediation support at all29, however, it offers
powerful internal BPEL orchestration support.
Transformation Support All tested ESBs offer a message transforma-
tion feature.
JBoss ESB offers Smooks30 and JSR223.
Fuse ESB offers many variants. The most of them are used thanks to JSR223
support.
Mule ESB offers transformation utils: XSLT, XQuery, Smooks, Oakland Soft-
ware and also JSR223 support.
OpenESB offers JBI SE component for performing XSLT transformations.
Message Exchange Patterns
• Fuse ESB offers 4 different MEPs when we work with the JBI com-
ponents. They are defined in the JBI specification: One-Way, Reliable
One-Way, Request-Response and Request Optional-Response.
Fuse Mediation Router supports two exchange patterns. These patterns
are ”Request Reply“ (that sends request and waits for the reply) and
”Event Message” (which is one-way)
• JBoss ESB supports two MEPs - one-way and request-reply. However in
the documentation is recommended to use the one-way variant prefer-
ably. The practical experience shows, that the request-reply is not nec-
essarily implemented for each type of transport.
• OpenESB is based on the JBI specification and thus offers these 4 MEPs:
One-Way, Reliable One-Way, Request-Response and Request Optional-
Response.
• Mule ESB
28JBoss jBPM can be used for two different purposes- Service Orchestration (jBPM
invokes ESB’s services) and Human Tasks Management.
29Mediation support is planned to be included in the upcomming version 3.0
30Smooks support XML processing, Java Binding, Transformation, Huge Message Pro-
cessing, Message Enrichment(using datasources), Complex message validation, ORM based
message persistance, Extract Transform Load (ETL) support. It benefits from the IDE sup-
port for designing xml transformations (in JBoss Tools)
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Common Message Format All tested ESB product except for Mule
ESB uses some kind of common/normalized messsage format for internal pur-
poses. Developing an integration solution on them is simpler than developing
similar solution with Mule ESB.
6.2.4 Architectural Point of View - High Level
Extensibility Figure 6.1 contains list of supported tools that can be
somehow integrated with the ESB. The list were composed according to infor-
mation found in the product documentation and on product related websites
(fora, product wiki,..).
Figure 6.1: ESB Tools Integration
Communication Ability Protocols and transports supported in the
ESBs are depicted in the Figure 6.2. The list were composed according to
information found in the product documentation and on product related web-
sites (fora, product wiki,..).
External Systems Connectors External Systems Connectors are de-
picted in the Figure 6.3. The list were composed according to information
found in the product documentation and on product related websites (fora,
product wiki,..).
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Figure 6.2: ESB Protocols and Transports
Figure 6.3: ESB Connectors to Other Systems
Security Support Fuse ESB offers container based security (based on
JAAS), offers WS-Security31 and SSL encryption for transported message.
31Example can be found in inst dir/examples/cxf-ws-security-osgi/
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JBoss ESB security model is JAAS based, but can be changed for another se-
curity framework. It supports WS-Security and can encrypt transported mes-
sages using SSL. More information about JBoss ESB security can be found
in the Serice Guide 32, chapter 14.
Mule ESB offers integrated security management (Spring Security33 can be
for example easily used). It supports WS-Security for securing WS, SAML
for general security tokens exchange and also allows to encrypt messages with
SSL or PGP. For more information, please refer to mule security configuration
part of the documentation 34
OpenESB , offers JAAS-based security model, supports WS-Security and also
SSL.
When we consider other protocols and transport than SOAP and HTTP
based transfers, please refer to corresponding documentation of the each ESB
product to find how is the particular protocol/transport secured.
Performance In the tests, we put the ESBs in between of the service
provider and the service consumer and let the communication flow through
the ESB. Deployment diagram of the testing environment is depicted in Fig-
ure C.1. Detail information about testing can be found in Appendix C.
Possible relevant types of tests were35: Direct WS Proxy, Content Based Rout-
ing of WS, XSLT proxy, WS-Security proxy and Direct Protocol Bridge.
Their names should be explain their orientation enough.
As this thesis has only limited scope, we decided just to prefer performance
testing of mediation/orchestration engine with protocol bridging to testing
XSLT transformations and WS-Security proxy. Testing XSLT transformations
on the ESBs does not make much sense when there is a lot of supported ways
how to perform the transformation. A simillar argument can be said about
testing the Content Based Routing (as ESBs offers wide range of decision-
making support), but in this case, we don’t only test decision making for
selecting an outbound route, we also test the speed of internal message rout-
ing. Performance testing of protocol bridging can answer the question, how
effectively can the ESBs do the protocol-bridging operation. Finally, we did
not decided to perform WS-Security performance testing as this test is quite
32Available at http://labs.jboss.com/jbossesb/docs/4.8/manuals/pdf/
ServicesGuide.pdf
33A security framework formerly well known as Acegi Security. It supports security
providers For more information, please refer to [21]
34Available at http://www.mulesoft.org/documentation/display/MULE2USER/
Configuring+Security
35We were partly inspired by existing performance tests for ESB products [2], [3], [4], [1]
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isolated. So the performed tests are Direct Proxy, Content Based Rout-
ing and Direct Protocol Bridge.
We tested the throughput of the ESBs (in transactions per second- tps)
and the mean value of the response time (in miliseconds, ms). Tests were
parametrized by payload size and amount of users sending the messages in
parallel.
The results of the test are available in graphical form in Appendix C.6.2.
The OpenESB is the fastest of the all ESBS. Contrary to that, JBoss
ESB and Mule ESB worked quite slowly. As the JBoss ESB cannot handle
properly request-response for JMS bridge, Direct Protocol Bridge cannot be
tested for the JBoss ESB. Fuse ESB is not shown in the tests because it was
very unstable with selected component. Consulting this on the fora, another
component should be used instead.
6.2.5 Configuration Management point of view
Installation, Setup Complexity The installation process is quite sim-
ple and straightforward for each of the tested ESB products when the standard
pre-arrranged version is used. Installation can be more complicated, when de-
ploying it manually on the application server.
Setting up the ESB products is also quite simple - all of them use for example
a standard ways (for Java world) of configuring log files. Small problem with
logging was detected on Mule ESB. It uses 2 logging mechanisms - one for
application logging and one for system logging. The latter one is quite hard36
to optimally set up. It was either logging many useless information or it was
not logging anything at all.
Running and stopping all of ESB products is also straightforward and simple.
Runtime Modes Fuse ESB can run as a standalone server or as a
background process without a console (in a ”server mode“) or can run in
”embedded“ mode 37. We tested this ESB product in the ”server“ runtime
mode (without a console). JBoss ESB runs by default on the JBoss AS.
Other application servers can be used38, but some parts of the ESB may be
dependent on JBoss AS specific libraries (such as JBoss Remoting), so it must
be taken into consideration. This ESB was tested as delivered - on JBoss AS
server.
36At least for the author
37That means embedded inside another application. For example inside Maven - http:
//servicemix.apache.org/camel-example.html
38but no other are officialy mentioned in the documentation
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Mule ESB Each instance of Mule can run as a standalone application, in
servlet container (such as Apache Tomcat server or Mule TCat server39), in
an arbitrary full-blown JEE application server or can be embedded to another
application. We tested Mule EBS was as a standalone application.
OpenESB runs by default on the Sun GlassFish application server. It should
be possible to run it on other full-blown JEE application servers. OpenESB
was tested on the GlassFish application server.
Deployment Model Fuse ESB, JBoss ESB and OpenESB, they all sup-
port hot deployment as most comfortable way of deploying application. In the
next list, we show locations of such hot-deployment folders for those ESB:
Fuse ESB: <fuse_inst_dir>/deploy/
JBoss ESB: <jbossas_inst_dir>/server/<server_name>/deploy/
OpenESB: <glassfish_inst_dir>/domains/<domain_name>/autodeploy/
JBoss ESB and OpenESB also offer the possibility of deploying the solution
through the web console.
Fuse ESB offers a way of deploying the solution through the OSGi console.
The package to be deployed can be acquired also from remote Maven reposi-
tory.
Mule ESB Mule ESB in the standalone runtime model starts with the name
of the configuration XML file as a parameter. Such configuration file can ei-
ther contain all route definitions inside (so the file is quite long) or can use
including mechanism (which is not straightforward). There also exist a pos-
sibility to deploy more mule configuration files on a single Mule instance. In
that case, Mule must be running in the servlet container/application server
runtime mode and configurations are deployed on the application server as
standalone .war file. For more information about Mule deployment options,
please refer to chapter 5.2.3.
System Requirements and Resource Consumption As the evalu-
ated ESB products can run in different configurations and some of them can
run on different application servers, we evaluate this criterion considering the
default runtime mode (described in evaluation of criterion ”Runtime Modes”).
OpenESB running on GlassFish application server reqired the most system
memory of the all tested products. The default maximum value of server’s
39Mule TCat server is just tested, certified and supported version of the Apache Tomcat
server
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heap space40 (512MB) and permanent generation heap41 (192MB) were both
too low and application server crashed just under a middle load.
JBoss ESB consumed also quite much memory, but less than the OpenESB.
The default value of permanent generation heap (200MB) was enought, but
maximum value of server’s heap space (512MB) had to be to increased. Both
Fuse ESB and Mule ESB were able to work42 with default setting of their
heap space (512MB) and with default Java value of the permanent genera-
tion space.
In addition to memory consumption, all ESB products also required many
opened file descriptors from the OS. The default OS value of “maximal opened
file handlers per process” was increased from 1024 to 4096.
Management and Monitoring All of the tested ESB products sup-
port the JMX for monitoring and management of the ESB.
OpenESB and JBoss ESB offer a web administrator console for configuring
the ESB at the runtime.
Fuse ESB allows to manage the ESB components and monitor its state via
the OSGi console. This console can be configured to be accessible remotely,
for example via SSH. In other ways, Fuse ESB can be configured only via
configuration files.
Mule ESB monitoring capability can be extended using monitoring intercep-
tors. Mule ESB can be configured only by editing configuration files. There
exist an advanced tool for management and monitoring the Mule ESB (called
Mule ESB Management Console), however it is awailable only with a paid
subscription.
OpenESB contains an monitor of BPEL processes in addition. It is accessible
via the web administration console or via the command line.
Clustering and High Availability Clustering of the ESBs depends on
the used transports. For example, on ESBs that support JMS can be some kind
of clustering achieved via JMS messaging underlying by using destinations
shared among nodes. This kind of clustering can be achieved on each of the
comparised ESBs. The other way is to cluster HTTP endpoints. This can
be achieved on OpenESB and on the JBoss ESB via the JEE application
server they run on. ESBs offers Clustering support for JBoss looks the best
of stated. It contains an implemented mechanism for load ballancing between
40A place, where all new Objects (except for Classes, Methods, etc.) are created.
41A heap that holds objects such as classes and methods.
42Fuse ESB has some problems, but it was not caused by memory or other resources
consumption
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virtual destinations and also fail-support. Summary of information gained
from documentations follows.
• Fuse ESB In the Fuse ESB 3.x, clustering and failover was achieved us-
ing JMS and SCA flows. In the Fuse ESB 4.x is the situation different.
There must be used named JMS destinations that are shared among
nodes (for example available on the NMR (see architecture of Fuse, sec-
tion 5.2.1). Clustering is then achieved by using JMS bridge, that sends
messages to different queues. More information can be found in the 4.2.
Migration Guide43, p.17.,47, clustering chapter of NMR User Guide44 or
specifically for JBI endpoints: Using Java Business Integration45, p.31-37
or prepared demo from one of Fuse’ chief architects Adrian Treneman46.
There47 also exist paper that shows an real example of large-scale Fuse
4.x application.
Information, how to setup ActiveMQ for using failover can be found
here: http://activemq.apache.org/failover-transport-reference.
html.
• JBossESB Stateless Service Clustering and Fail-over support is present
in the JBoss ESB since its 4.2 version. It works with native ESB Mes-
sages, so every ESB-Aware endpoints can be clustered. Furthermore,
some of ESB-unaware endpoints can be also clustered. There core part
of service clustering is a component ”ServiceInvoker“ that serves list
of endpoints and balances the load between them. It can use 3 differ-
ent policies when searching for available endpoints - ”First Available“,
”Round Robin“ and ”Random Robin“. For more about clustering and
failover support in the JBoss ESB, please refer to documentation (Ad-
ministration Guide, p.18-19, Programmers Guide48, p.54-57 with exam-
ples)
• Mule ESB Mule ESB offers failover support49 for some of the trans-
ports (JMS, http, JDBC, File, etc.). This feature is available only with
active subscription, though. Mule: http://www.mulesoft.org/documentation/
display/MULE2INTRO/Integrating+Mule+into+Your+Environment. Mule
43http://fusesource.com/docs/esb/4.2/migration/migration.pdf
44http://servicemix.apache.org/SMX4NMR/13-clustering.html
45http://fusesource.com/docs/esb/4.2/jbi/jbi.pdf
46http://fusesource.com/forums/thread.jspa?messageID=7085
47http://fusesource.com/collateral/download/38/
48http://www.jboss.org/jbossesb/docs/4.8/manuals/pdf/ProgrammersGuide.pdf
49http://www.mulesoft.org/documentation/display/MULE2USER/Mule+High+
Availability
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ESB does not offer any implemented solution for clustering and load bal-
ancing. Shared JMS destinations can be used. An example how to deploy
Mule ESB on many nodes, see http://www.mulesoft.org/documentation/
display/MULE2INTRO/Integrating+Mule+into+Your+Environment.
• OpenESB OpenESB can be clustered using similarly to the other ESB
via the JMS underlying infrastructure. Another way is to setup the
GlassFish AS to support HTTP clustering. OpenESB’s HTTP end-
points can then be clustered as well. An example of such a setting
can be found here: http://blogs.sun.com/bala/entry/clustering_
open_esb_glassfish_esb.
6.3 Comparison Results
This section contains the summarized results of the comparison. Each category
of criteria is placed in an own table. The count of asterisks(****) denotes the
quality of the ESB compared to other ESBs when consider given criterion (the
more the better). When there is an y character in the column, it means that
the ESB comply with the given criterion (or with its part when specified).
When there is an n, it means the opposite. Detailed evaluation of the criteria
is available in section 6.2.
Project Management Point of View
Criterion Fuse ESB JBoss ESB Mule ESB OpenESB
Community Support **** *** **** ***
Paid Subscription Availabil-
ity
*** *** *** *
Case Studies ** *** **** **
Product Age (birth) 2004-05 2005-06 2003 2005-06
Product Viability **** **** ** **
(regularity, last release) 06/2010 04/2010 03/2009 12/2009
API Stability ** **** ** **
Vendor Lock-in **** *** *** ****
License Model *** ** ** ****
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Development Point of View
Criterion Fuse ESB JBoss ESB Mule ESB OpenESB
Learning Curve ** **** *** ***
Documentation **** *** **** **
Development Tools ** *** ** *****
Enterprise Integration Pat-
terns Support
***** ** *** -
Architectural Point of View - Low Level
Criterion Fuse ESB JBoss ESB Mule ESB OpenESB
Decision Support ex. ex. ex. y
(n-y-extendable)
Mediation and Orchestra-
tion
y/y y/n y/n n/y
(mediation/orch.internal)
Transformation Support ex. ex. ex. y
(n-y-extendable)
Message Exchange Support
(# of MEPs)
4 2 2 4
Common Message Format y y n y
Architectural Point of View - High Level
Criterion Fuse ESB JBoss ESB Mule ESB OpenESB
Extensibility 18 6 4 4
(# of supported)
Communication Ability 23 11 16 14
(# of supported)
External System Connec-
tors (# of supported)
10 0 2 0
Security Support **** **** ***** ****
Performance - ** ** ****
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Configuration Management point of view
Criterion Fuse ESB JBoss ESB Mule ESB OpenESB
Installation and Setup
Complexity
**** **** *** ****
Runtime Modes *** ** **** **
Deployment Model
(server/standalone/em-
bedded)
y/y/y y/n/n y/y/y y/n/n
System Requirements and
Resource Consumption
**** *** ***** **
Management and Monitor-
ing
*** *** ** ****
Clustering and High Avail-
ability
*** **** *** ***
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The first goal of the thesis was to explore the domain of EAI and to select a
set of Open Source licensed EAI products for the comparison.
The domain of EAI has been successfully explored and the ESB concept of
EAI was selected as the most mature and the most powerful. Then we were
looking for available Open Source licenced ESB products. We categorized
them into some groups and selected 4 representatives: Fuse ESB, JBoss ESB,
Mule ESB and OpenESB.
The second goal of the thesis was to find a set of criteria for comparison
of the selected product. The criteria were selecting that they were taking into
account the possibility of using the ESBs in the enterprise environment.
We found five categories, each containing several criteria. Each category ex-
presses a different point of view on the ESB product: Project Management
Point of View, Development Point of View, Architectural Point of View -
Low Level, Architectural Point of View - High Level and Configuration Man-
agement point of view. Criteria belonging to each category are listed in section
6.1.
The last and the main goal of the thesis was to perform the comparison
of the products according to selected criteria and to evaluate the results. The
comparison is described in section 6.2 in detail. Summarized information are
available in section 6.3.
The comparison results show that no ESB dominates in all criteria. The
OpenESB is for instance a perfect choice when you consider orchestration-
based integration. For other types of projects, there are better choices. Nowa-
days, it is a project driven solely by the community and there is not provided
any form of support from a commercial subject. Because of that, OpenESB
is not a good choice for mission-critical projects
Fuse ESB was evaluated as a very good ESB in the comparison. It reached
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a great evaluation considering most of the comparised criteria. Fuse ESB ist
the most complete (and also architectonically most complex) solution among
the comparised ESBs. This ESB can be certainly recommended as a good
choice in most cases.
Although Mule ESB was not evaluated in the comparison as well as the
Fuse ESB, It can be also recommended as a good ESB for most of the projects.
Mule ESB has proven its production ability over the years in many integration
projects.
JBoss ESB, though not excellently evaluated, is also a good ESB product
that is capable to do hard integration work also in mission critical projects
(thanks to JBoss support of SOA platform).
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Appendix A
Used Terms and Abreviations
This attachment contains the list of abbreviations and terms used in the thesis.
Each term or abbreviation contains a short description. The used descriptions
are derived from sources publicly accessible at the internet and thus often not
cited.
Enterprise Architecture The term Enterprise Architecture describes the
structure of a whole enterprise.
Enterprise JavaBeans, EJB Is a managed, server-side component archi-
tecture for modular construction of enterprise applications. It is also a
kind of Middleware. See also Middleware.
Java Message Service, JMS Is a messaging standard that allows ap-
plication components based on the Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edi-
tion (J2EE) to create, send, receive, and read messages. JMS specifi-
cation, v.1.1 can be found at http://java.sun.com/products/jms/
docs.html. See also Middleware, Message Oriented Middleware.
Middleware Facilitates exchange of data between application programs
within the same environment, or across different hardware and network
environments. See also Message Oriented Middleware, JMS, RMI,
RPC
Message Oriented Middleware, MOM. Is a kind of Middleware. It is
software that connects separate systems in a network by carrying and
distributing messages between them. See also Middleware.
Remote Method Invocation, RMI Is a kind of Middleware, An Java
programmer, using the Java programming language and development
environment, can write object-oriented programming in which objects
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on different computers can interact in a distributed network. See also
RPC.
Remote Procedure Call, RPC Is a protocol that one program can use
to request a service from a program located in another computer in a
network without having to understand network details. See also RMI.
Web Services, WS Web services are typically application programming
interfaces (API) or Web APIs that are accessed via Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) and executed on a remote system hosting the re-
quested services.
Simple Object Access Protocol, SOAP SOAP, originally defined as
Simple Object Access Protocol, is a protocol specification for exchang-
ing structured information in the implementation of Web Services in
computer networks.
Representation State Transfer, REST Is a style of software architecture
for distributed hypermedia systems such as the World Wide Web. Can
be viewed as a model for how to build Web Services [15].
Web Services Description Language, WSDL WSDL is an XML-based
language that provides a model for describing Web services.
Web Services Security, WS-Security, WSS Is a flexible and feature-rich
extension to SOAP to apply security to Web services.
MEP A MEP describes the pattern of messages required by a communica-
tions protocol to establish or use a communication channel.
Security Assertion Markup Language SAML is an XML-based frame-
work for communicating user authentication, entitlement, and attribute
information. Source: http://saml.xml.org/.
Open Source Gateway Interface, OSGi is a Java based framework that
implements complete and dynamic component model. More information
can be found in section 3.2.3.
Maven Maven is a software tool for project management and build automa-
tion.
Apache Ant Pure Java build tool, simpler and easier to use than GNU
Make.
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Application programming interface, API is an interface implemented
by a software program which enables it to interact with other software.
Java Management Extensions, JMX Is a Java technology that supplies
tools for managing and monitoring applications, system objects, devices
(e. g. printers) and service oriented networks.
Enterprise Application Enterprise Application has the same meaning as
the term Enterprise Application in the context of this thesis.
Enterprise System defined in 2.2
Enterprise Information System (EIS)
Legacy Application Legacy Application has the equal meaning as the term
Legacy System in the context of this thesis.
Legacy System Legacy systems are systems that have been inherited from
languages, platforms, and techniques that are not commonly used in the
present any more.
Enterprise Application Integration, EAI defined in 2
Enterprise Integration Pattern, EIP [18]
Enterprise Service Bus, ESB defined in 3
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Appendix B
Content of the DVD
/
inst ..............................................instalation files
121-FuseESB ............................. 121 node related files
161-JBossESB ............................161 node related files
151-MuleESB ............................. 151 node related files
141-OpenESB ............................. 141 node related files
101-tomcat-etc ..........................101 node related files
perftest ..........................performance test related things
jmeter-project .........JMeter project for performance testing
payloads ..................................payload xml files
projects ..............................projects for deployment
results ...................complete results of performance tests
text ............................................text of this thesis
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Appendix C
Performance Testing
All installation and configuration steps are listed for Linux-based operation
system. Projects can be run also on windows, installation and configuration
steps are similar. However, some setting (for example linux OS configuration
tuning) is operation system specific.
C.1 Projects
Types of the tests are described in the section 6.2.4 All the test names
contain the information of the ESB name and of the test type. Format is
<ESB-NAME>-<type> The test types, their abbreviations, what do they call
and instances of these tests are listed in the following list:
Direct Proxy - Abbreviation = dpr
Invokes:
http://192.168.3.101:8081/WSTestService/ws2/
Tests Instances:
FuseESB-dpr, http://192.168.3.121:8192/fusejbi/dpr/
JBossESB-dpr, http://192.168.3.161:8080/JBossESB-dpr/http/JBossESB-dpr/
JBossESB-dpr
MuleESB-dpr, http://192.168.3.151:63081/MuleESB-dpr
OpenESB-dpr, http://192.168.3.141:9082/caRouter1Service2/OpenESB-dpr
Content Based Routing - Abbreviation = cbr
Invokes:
http://192.168.3.101:8081/WSTestService/ws1/
http://192.168.3.101:8081/WSTestService/ws2/
http://192.168.3.101:8081/WSTestService/ws3/
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The route depends on the routeHiddenIdentifier element of the mes-
sage payload (see payload example below).
Tests Instances:
FuseESB-cbr, http://192.168.3.121:8192/fusejbi/cbr/
JBossESB-cbr, http://192.168.3.161:8080/JBossESB-cbrinvm/http/
JBossESB-cbrinvm/JBossESB-cbrinvm
MuleESB-cbr, http://192.168.3.151:63081/MuleESB-cbr
OpenESB-cbr, http://192.168.3.141:9082/caRouter1Service4/OpenESB-cbr
Direct Protocol Bridge - Abbreviation = wsjms
Sends JMS message to:
ActiveMQ at 192.168.3.101:61616, jms.queue2
Tests Instances:
FuseESB-wsjms, http://192.168.3.121:8192/fusejbi/wsjms/
JBossESB-wsjms, http://192.168.3.161:8080/JBossESB-wsjms/http/
JBossESB-wsjms/JBossESB-wsjms
MuleESB-wsjms, http://192.168.3.151:63081/MuleESB-wsjms
OpenESB-wsjms, http://192.168.3.141:9082/caRouter1Service10/
OpenESB-wsjms
Note, that IP addresses of the ESB runtimes are listed only for example.
Feel free to install ESBs on nodes with different ip address. If another IP
address are used, Jmeter and SoapUI test projects must be updated. See the
instructions below.
On the other hand, if address of the “101” node will be changed, all ESB
projects need to be updated (using the same method as listed for tests). In
addition, the tests needed to be recompiled and redeployed then.
Customizing Projects and Tests
The endpoints of nodes can be easily changed. Firstly, the project/test need
to be unpacked from .tar.gz.
Secondly, run the following command:
find PATH -type f -exec sed -i ’s/OLD/NEW/g’ {} \;
where PATH is the path to extracted project or test, OLD is the old IP
address and NEW is the new IP address.
JMeter test can be triggered by running a command ./runtest.sh. The test
can be easily configured. For more information, please read the instructions
in the script. The results are saved in the folder with timestamp of the test
beginning. Result files can be viewed using JMeter
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Payload Example
Example C.1 shows message with payload of size 1024B. The Messages of dif-
ferent size contain a different amount of “ns:wad1” elements. Files containing
different payloads are attached on DVD in folder /perftest/jmeter-project/payloads/
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<s:Envelope
xmlns:s="http:// schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<s:Header/>
<s:Body >
<ns:payloadRequest
xmlns:xsi="http: //www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema -instance"
xmlns:ns="http: // kusad5am.mff/service/schema/payload">
<ns:wad1 id="a" location="b" name="c">...</ns:wad1 >
<ns:wad1 id="a" location="b" name="c">...</ns:wad1 >
<ns:wad1 id="a" location="b" name="c">...</ns:wad1 >
<ns:wad1 id="a" location="b" name="c">...</ns:wad1 >
<ns:wad1 id="a" location="b" name="c">...</ns:wad1 >
<ns:wad1 id="a" location="b" name="c">...</ns:wad1 >
<ns:wad1 id="a" location="b" name="c">...</ns:wad1 >
<ns:wad1 id="a" location="b" name="c">...</ns:wad1 >
<ns:routeHiddenIdentifier >
WSTestService3
</ns:routeHiddenIdentifier >
<ns:wad2 id="a" location="b" name="c">...</ns:wad2 >
</ns:payloadRequest >
</s:Body >
</s:Envelope >
Example C.1: The payload of size 1024B
On the figure C.1, there is depicted deployment diagram for performance
testing.
C.2 Tool selection
There was more options: to write testing tool by hand, or use existing testing
tools like SoapUI or JMeter. As writing own test tool was out of scope of this
thesis, the way of using existing load-testing tool was chosen. We were deciding
between SoapUI and JMeter1. SoapUI is great tool for testing Web Services,
has user-friendly GUI and allows relatively quickly prepare test. Since the last
version, it also supports for testing SOAP over JMS. SoapUI is free for use
1There also exist a free load testing tool named loadUI, but its beta version was released
too late (on June 21 2010) to be considered.
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Figure C.1: Testing deployment diagram
and also provided as PRO version that has more functions.
JMeter is widely used Open Sorce framework designed for testing web re-
sources (applications, WS endpoints, JMS endpoints, etc.). It supports run-
ning tests from GUI or from command line and can achieve high performance
of testing. Thats the main reason, why we’ve chosen JMeter
C.3 Fuse ESB
Installation
• Java and Maven need to be installed at first - see generic installation
recommendations (at the top)
• Download FUSE ESB 4.2 (.tar.gz) from http://fusesource.com/downloads/.
User need to be registered to be able to download.
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• Unpack for example to <inst_dir> (can be unpacked anywhere, it
doesn’t matter)
• Set system variable FUSE_HOME to <inst_dir>, add FUSE_HOME/bin to
the system PATH variable
• Copy project package from the CD and unpack somewhere (<projects_dir>)
Running
go to the <inst_home>/bin/
type ./start
Fuse ESB will start and will automatically start all deployed projects (if there
were some deployed)
item Log file can be found in <inst_home>/data/log/servicemix.log
Building and Deploying
Ensure that, the Fuse ESB is running.
Go to the <projects_dir>.
Type mvn install. It should end with a message: “Build Successfull”.
copy <projects_dir>/FuseESB-X/FuseESB-X-sa/target/FuseESB-X-sa-1.0.0.zip
to the <inst_dir>/deploy. Substitute cbr, dpr, wsjms for the “X” in the
path.
Endpoints
FuseESB-dpr: http://192.168.3.161:8192/fusejbi/dpr FuseESB-cbr:
http://192.168.3.161:8192/fusejbi/cbr FuseESB-wsjms: http://192.168.3.161:8192/fusejbi/wsjms
C.3.1 Tuning
• increase memory - edit <inst_dir>/bin/servicemix. At the beginning
of the file, add these two lines: JAVA_MIN_MEM=512M
JAVA_MAX_MEM=1024M
• tuning HTTP gateway http://servicemix.apache.org/servicemix-http.
html maxConnectionsPerHost=32 is too small
• http://servicemix.apache.org/docs/4.3-SNAPSHOT/docs/manual/
html/ch02s06.html
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C.3.2 Issues when developing
Jetty servicemix-http endpoints are unstable. When testing with payload big-
ger than 512B, endpoint failes after about 100 requests. An Solution could
be.to use another SOAP/HTTP component (JBI or camel)
C.3.3 Tuning Fuse ESB
C.4 JBoss ESB
Installation
• prerequisities: jdk6 must be installed in the system and available on
PATH. Also JAVA_HOME need to be set.
• install Apache Ant
• download jbossesb-server-4.8.zip from CD or from web, unzip and place
it somewhere (e.g. in /usr/local/jbossesb-server-4.8/)
• no JBOSS_HOME is needed
• see tuning section for aditional setting
Running the examples
• cd inst_dir/bin according to installed place
• run server with: inst_dir/bin/run.sh -b 0.0.0.0 -c default
• admin console available at http://localhost:8080/admin-console -
username=admin, password=admin
• logs are available in the folder: inst_dir/server/default/log
• server can be stopped: inst_dir/bin/shutdown.sh -s localhost:1099
building projects
• copy JBossESB-projects.zip from the DVD somewhere and unzip it.
JBossESB-projects folder will appear.
• update JBossESB-projects/conf/base-build.xml:
set server installation path to server:
<property name="product.dir" location="/jbossesb-server-4.8/"/>
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• type cd JBossESB-projects
• type ./redeploy_all.sh
C.5 Mule ESB
C.5.1 installation
• install maven
• download mule from http://www.mulesoft.org/download-mule-esb-community-edition,
Mule ESB Full Distribution, standalone server
• unpack somewhere the Mule
• set MULE_HOME to mule path (/usr/local/mule-standalone-2.2.1 for ex-
ample) (in profile.d script or manually every run)
• copy activemq-all-5.3.2.jar into lib/opt/
• unpack somewhere MuleESB-projects
• go to the MuleESB-projects/MuleESB-all/ and run mvn install com-
mand. At the end, it must write “BUILD SUCCESSFUL”. The first
build can take more than 15 minutes (all libraries will be downloading,
so there must be an internet access available on the node).
• now, Mule can be launched from any location typing: mule -config MuleESB-all.xml
At the first run, licence agreements must be approved.
C.6 OpenESB
C.6.1 installation
• download the .tar.gz
• installation path=/usr/local/GlassFishESBv22/
• copy
• see tuning section for additional setting
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building the solution build can be performed only from the IDE.
Right click on the “caRouter1” project, select “clean and build”
then locate file caRouter1/dist/caRouter1.zip
this file must be deployed using administrator console:
-JBI, Service Assemblies, Deploy... , select caRouter1.zip from its location
C.6.2 Results
For evaluation of the performance results, see section 6.2.4.
Direct Proxy - throughput
Direct Proxy - mean response time
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Content Based Routing - throughput
Content Based Routing - mean response time
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Direct Protocol Bridge - throughput
Direct Protocol Bridge - mean response time
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Appendix D
Enterprise Integration Patterns
Please turn the page.
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